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SUMMARY
This report presents results of an investigation concerning the
analysis, design, and testing of short curved wall axially symmetrical
subsonic diffusers utilizing suction through slots in the diffuser walls
to prevent flow separation.
A potential flow analysis was made and a digital computer program
was written for determining the diffuser wall geometry for prescribed
boundary conditions. The prescribed boundary conditions included the
following for the fluid velocity at the diffuser walls (both inner and
outer walls for the annular diffusers): a region of nearly constant high
velocity from the diffuser entrance to the slot; a region of rapid deceleration
at the slot, and a region of nearly constant low velocity downstream from
the slot to the diffuser exit. Branch flow was included in the flow fielci
and this allowed the suction slot geometry to be a part of the design.
Four diffuser geometries were designed, fabricated and tested:
(1) a 7-inch (18 cm) exit diameter bell shaped diffuser with an area
ratio of 3:1 and a length to inlet radius ratio of 3.5:1-
(2) a 9-inch (23 cm) exit diameter annular diffuser with an area ratio
of 3:1 and a length to inlet width ratio of 5-0:1.
(3) a 9-inch (23 cm) exit diameter annular diffuser with an area ratio
of 2.5:1 and a length to inlet width ratio of 3-9:1-
(4) an 18-inch (kB cm) exit diameter annular diffuser with an area ratio
of 3:1 and a length to inlet width ratio of 3-6:1-
For inlet air velocities in the 200-250 ft/sec (6l-?6 m/sec) range,
metastable operation required 6.5% suction for the bell shaped diffuser while
stable operation required 12% suction. Corresponding suction rates for the
9-inch (23 cm) annular diffuser (3:1 area ratio) were 8.5% and 16.0% for
metastable and stable operation respectively. For the 9-inch (23 cm) annular
diffuser with 2.5:1 area ratio, 6.3% and 12% suction rates were required. For
the 18-inch (46 cm) annular diffuser, only 7% suction was required for meta-
stable operation and 10% for stable operation.
Suction rate requirements were found to increase as inlet velocity was
decreased. Thus for stable operation of the 18-inch (46 cm) diffuser the
required suction rate was about 20% at 100 ft/sec (30 m/sec) inlet velocity.
In all cases the diffuser effectiveness was above 95% based on the
conventional definition, and from 81% to 94% when the suction loss was
accounted for. The exit velocity profiles were virtually flat with no
more than - 9% variation over 95% of the exit area when operated with
sufficient suction to prevent separation.
Non-uniform inlet tests and tests with periodic shedding of wakes upstream
of the diffuser inlet were conducted on the 9"inch (23 cm) annular diffuser
with AR=3:1* Non-uniform inlet conditions caused no significant increase
in the required suction rates. However, periodic shedding of wakes upstream
of the diffuser inlet caused the suction requirement for stable operation
to be increased from 16.0% to 18.0%.
A downstream obstruction in the form of a perforated metal sheet at
the diffuser exit s l i g h t l y increased the minimum suction rate requirement at
low inlet velocities and had no significant effect upon the suction rate


















Fraction of inlet flow removed by suction
Kinetic energy per unit mass flowing
Mass flow rate
Natural coordinate normal to streamlines
Pressure (either static, dynamic, or total depending upon
subscript)
Local to upstream velocity vector magnitude ratio
Radial coordinate of axially symmetrical system
A /perimeter)(velocity)
Re No Reynold's number
TC* Acs/Pel
I fluid kiiinematic viscosity
s Natural coordinate along a streamline
U Fluid velocity outside the boundary layer
U Mean velocity at a section
W Width of diffuser inlet passage
X Axial coordinate of axially symmetrical system
a Velocity vector angle measured from horizontal
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In an internal flow system, a diffuser is a transitional section
which connects a flow passage having a smaller cross-sectional area to
a flow passage of larger area. Two desirable characteristics of a
diffuser are that it w i l l provide a nearly uniform velocity distribution
at its exit plane and that it w i l l transform most of the kinetic energy
of the fluid at entrance into potential energy in the form of a higher
static pressure at the exit plane.
A previous report by the authors [1] concerned the feasibility of
designing short two-dimensional diffusers utilizing suction through the
diffuser wall slots. The design philosophy was to prescribe the diffuser
wall velocity so as to have essentially constant high velocity upstream
of a slot, constant low velocity downstream of the slot, and thus have
all the deceleration occur across the slot. By removing through the slot
those fluid particles having Insufficient kinetic energy to get across
the adverse pressure gradient in the region of the slot, flow separation
could be avoided. The concept of having deceleration occur abruptly and
applying slot suction to this narrow region was originally suggested by
A. A. Griffith as reported by Lachmann [2] and is henceforth referred to as
the Griffith diffuser.
The two-dimensional Griffith diffusers designed and tested were only
partially successful. When sufficient suction was applied to prevent
Numbers in brackets refer to the references at the end of this report.
separation, the diffuser exit plane velocity distribution was nearly uniform
and very low total pressure losses were achieved. However, the suction rates
required for stable operation varied from 16% for 2:1 area ratio to
kk% for A:l area ratio. Problems were encountered in designing the optimum
slot geometry and also in controlling the sidewall boundary layer.
In 1952, L. R. Manoni [3] designed several bell channel diffusers
based upon the Griffith concept. He used an electrical analogy tank to
determine the wall geometry required for the specified wall velocity dis-
tribution. While his design method was only approximate and somewhat
cumbersome, he was able to demonstrate that such a concept would enable the
design and operation of a relatively short diffuser without separation
provided that sufficient slot suction could be applied.
In order to design planar flow channel geometries, J. D. Stanitz [k]
in 1953 performed a double transformation of the describing equations into
a coordinate system where the geometry did not need to be known for the
equations to be solved. After the equations were solved on the transformed
plane, the inverse transformation yielded the desired geometry.
In 1971, C. D. Nelson [5] extended the work of Stanitz by developing a
method for transforming the flow equations of an axially symmetrical
coordinate system. Nelson also devised an approximation to account for the
branch flow due to the slot by solving the channel design problem with a
more complicated set of boundary conditions.
1.2 Objective
The objective of the research effort described in this report was to
examine the concept and the practicality of a short axially symmetrical
subsonic curved wall diffuser using suction through slots in the diffuser
walls to prevent flow separation.
.,3 Scope
In order to achieve the objective a research program was carried out to
(1) Develop a digital computer program which w i l l determine .the wall
shape of an axially symmetrical or a two-dimensional diffuser for prescribed
boundary conditions.
(2) Utilize the program to design one bell-shaped diffuser and three
annular diffusers with area ratios of about 3:1.
(3) Fabricate and test each of the above diffusers to determine
(a) The minimum suction requirement for unseparated flow as a
function of inlet air velocity;
(b) Performance characteristics such as diffuser effectiveness,
total pressure loss, and exit plane velocity distribution;
(c) Effect of non-uniform inlet velocity distributions;
(d) Effect of periodic shedding of wakes upstream of the diffuser
inlet;
(e) Effect of imbalance between inner and outer wall suction rates
per unit slot length;




2.1 Analysis for Determination of Diffuser Geometry
The describing equations of incompressible irrotational motion and






The geometry of the channel being designed might appear as shown in
Figure 1.
Figure 1. Possible flow channel geometry on the
physical plane.
Transforming equations (l) and (2) into natural coordinates by using
ds = cos a dX + s.in a dR (3)
dn = -sin a dX + cos a dR (k)
and introducing the stream function and velocity potential in natural coordinates
dijj = R Q dn
d(J> = Q ds
(5)
(6)
results in the equations










The channel geometry on the natural coordinate plane might then appear
as shown in Figure 2.
<j>=0 <)>=$
Figure 2. Possible flow channel geometry on natural
coordinate system.
Now using equations (5) and (6) to transform from natural coordinates
to a (jc^  coordinate system results in the following equations of irrotational
motion and continuity.









Figure 3- Possible flow field on stream function-
velocity potential plane.
Cross differentiation of equations (9) and (10) to eliminate a yields
In Q. 3 JW 9 In
, 2 Sib 3'ih
2 3 In Q
_9R 3 In Q
3<f) -3<f> - 294>
= o






s i n a (13)
dR = sin a cos aR Q
Since in eqn. (11) the radial coordinate R remains as a dependent
variable, one method of solution consists of assuming values for the radial
coordinates and then alternately solving for In Q. and R in an iterative
manner.
As a first trial, assume R=l which reduces equation (11) to
In Q
 + 3 In Q = Q
\.*- r\ i £. (15)
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which is the same as the corresponding plane flow equation of Stanitz [4]. The
term In Q may be found for a given set of boundary conditions by utili z i n g some
numerical scheme such as the Gauss-Siedel method. Boundary conditions are
prescribed along the wall streamlines and along the inlet and outlet
equipotential lines.
The first approximation to the velocity vector angles a are then com-
puted from
a2 - ar- •—^ " - '^ -a
* <t>
where the path of integration is chosen to be along equipotential lines and
streamlines.
The R coordinates are then computed using the line integrals
- R = ' Sin a2 "1 J^ Q
and R_ ~ R. = J
These R coordinates are treated as a second approximation to solve
equation (11) again for new velocities. New flow angles are computed using
the line integrals
a n d
 v a i = . + d * (20,
<p K
Corrected R coordinates are again computed from equations (17) and (18) and the
entire process is reiterated until the R coordinates have converged sufficiently.
The axial coordinates are computed next by using the line integrals
1 1
x 2 - x , 5. cos a d<f> (21)
(22)
In order to account for the branch flow due to slot suction, a more
complicated set of boundary conditions are necessary. The physical flow
system may now appear as in Figure k. The formerly simple channel wall now
involves curves B, C, D, and E with some of the flow leaving across C. This
introduces a stagnation point at A.
Figure A. Possible geometry with branch flow.
On streamlines B, D, and E, the value of the desired velocity is prescribed
as usual, but on line C. (which is chosen to be a constant potential line),
and
 -
are specified which in essence prescribes a parallel flow across C.
The stagnation point A introduces a singularity into equation (11) since
In Q is not defined when Q = 0. In order to circumvent the difficulty introduced
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by this singularity, a portion of the potential flow solution for two-
dimensional flow around a wedge was patched into a small region around the
stagnation point. The introduction of this two-dimensional wedge flow patch
yields only an approximate solution which becomes more accurate as the radial
dimension of the patch becomes small relative to the distance of the stagna-
tion point from the axis of symmetry.
2.2 Digital Computer Design Program
The digital computer program which was used to design the wall contours
of the Griffith diffusers described in this report has the following features.
(1) It may be used to design either planar (two-dimensional) or axially
symmetrical (bell shaped or annular) flow channel^.
(2) Branch flow due to slot suction is incorporated into the design
program.
(3) The boundary conditions are flexible; i.e., at either entrance
to or exit from the flow channel, the velocities may be prescribed
(Dirichlet boundary conditions) or the velocity gradients may be
set to zero (Neumann boundary conditions) so as to result in
unidirectional flow at either entrance or exit. The wal1 velocities
are prescribed at up to 1A8 points along each channel wall (both
inner and outer walls if annular).
(A) Up to. 1A8 mesh points may be used.in the phi direction and up to
A8 points may be used in the psi direction.
(5) Printed output, includes the coordinates (R and X), velocities (Q),
and flow angles (a) for each mesh point and a summary of the wall
coordinates of the channel design.
(6) Graphical output includes all the streamlines and potential flow
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lines on the X-R (or X-Y) plane. Also, the inlet and outlet velocity
profiles are plotted as a function of the R (or Y) coordinate.
Using a 48 x 135 grid, a typical axial ly symmetrical design requires about
U5 minutes on an IBM System 3&0 Model 50 computer. A typical two-di mensi onal
design of comparable grid points requires about 20 minutes.
The program listing is given in Appendix A. Appendix B describes briefly
the procedure used in obtaining the 18-inch (^6 cm) -Annular diffuser design.
2.3 Griffith Diffuser Geometry
Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the geometries of the bell shaped diffuser,
the 9-inch (23 cm) annular diffuser, and the 18-inch (46 cm) annular dif-
fuser respectively. The diffusers were designed to have an area ratio of
about 3:1 since this represents a typical diffuser application.
The diffuser geometries were analyzed using the Douglas Neumann technique
[6] to predict the velocity distributions along the diffuser walls and at the
diffuser inlet and exit planes. A comparison was made between the velocities
^ .
predicted by the analysis program and those prescribed to the design program.
In each case the agreement was good although slight disagreements occurred in
the vicinity of the slot.
The bell shaped diffuser had the simplest geometry and was designed and
tested first. Only one curved wall had to be considered and its slot was
relatively far away from the axis of symmetry.
The second geometry designed and tested was the 9~inch (23 cm) annular
diffuser. Since two slotted walls were involved with the inner wall slot being
closer to the axis of symmetry, this case provided a more severe test of the
slot design procedure using the two-dimensional wedge flow patch.
The third diffuser used the same outer body as the second diffuser, but a






Figure 5. Bell shaped di f fuser
3.5"(8.9cm)
6.7"( I7cm>
Figure 6. 9" (23 cm) annular diffuser
Figure 7. 18" (46 cm) annular diffuser
\S
2.5:1. This diffuser was to demonstrate that a common outer body could be
used with more than one inner body thus providing more than one area ratio
without a completely new diffuser.
The last diffuser designed and tested was the 18-inch (k6 cm) annular
diffuser. This diffuser was to verify that a reduction of slot suction can be
achieved by reducing the ratio of 6/W. 6 is the boundary layer displacement





Two primary air supplies were used in testing the diffusers. The 18"
annular diffuser was tested using a 30,000 CFM (14 m /sec) industrial fan
delivering air through a ^2-inch (106 cm) by A8-inch (122 cm) duct 30 ft.
(9.1 m) long.
All other diffusers were tested using a 10,000 CFM (k.J2 nr/sec) fan
delivering air through a 20-inch (51 cm) circular duct 20 ft. (6.1 m) long.
Flow straightener tubes and fine mesh screens were installed inside the duct
to provide a uniform steady flow to the test section. A shutter type damper
at the fan inlet was used to regulate the flow rate.
Two diesel superchargers were installed in parallel providing for up to
900 CFM (0.^ *3 m /sec) suction air through the diffuser slots. Seven gate
valves located in six suction lines and an air bleed l i n e provided a flexible
setup for varying both the total amount of slot suction and the distribution of
suction between the inner wall and the outer wall of the annular diffusers.
Plastic pipe lengths and fittings were attached between the diffuser and the
16
suction control valves and all joints were sealed with tape to eliminate air
"leakage.
The diffusers were fabricated from aluminum stock. The wall contours were
cut on a pattern lathe. Figure 8 shows the 18-inch (k6 cm) annular diffuser
attached to the end of the large air supply duct. Figure 9 shows the bell
shaped diffuser attached to the small" air supply duct.
3.2 Instrumentation and Measurements •. •• • • • ' - . •
. ' ' ' ' - . ' ' • " ' • . ' ' -
 ;
The stagnation pressure at the end of e.ach: duct and the static pressure
at the diffuser inlet were measuned wi.th a micromanometer having resolut ion ,of
0.001 inch of water. WaM static pressure.taps were installed in the diffusers
by glueing 1/16-inch o.d. bras^s tubes-into holes dril.Ved in the diffuser walls
< • ' • " ' - . - ; ' . • " • ' . - . ' : • " " • - •
and smoothing the ends to conform to the diffuser;contour. The pressure signals
were monitored on an inductive type'pressure.transducer through a: rapid scan-
ning mechanism. Up to ^8 ^ pressure taps could-be" scanned in 30' seconds. The
output of the pressure transducer was.recorded, on paper tape with a d i g i t a l
recorder. • . • • . • • • . _ .•••'..- . . •• ,
Velocity profiles were measured" wi th a' constant tempera'ture hot wire probe.
The voltage output of the probe, .was-displayed" by a multirange d i g i t a l voltmeter
with a selective damping device. The probe was positioned in the diffuser\. .,
wi th a t ravers ing mechanism ; adapted from a mi l l i ng machine.bed. ".
Depending upon the s i ze of d i f fuser being tested either f ive or six f low
meters were used to measure the s lot suction rates. A manometer bank w i th 20
legs each 60-inches high employing. erther water or carbon tetrachloride was used
to obtain the flow meter "pressure d i f feVential s . A copper-cons tantan thermo-
couple was used to measure the. air temperature, and a wel l - type barometer was
used to obtain atmospheric pressure.





































TEST CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURE
4.1 Test Conditions
As reported' in reference [1], the Griffith diffuser operates with either
very high effectiveness (when unseparated flow'exists) or very low effective-
ness (when separated flow exists). The minimum suction rate required for
unseparated flow is thus . a very i'mportant diffuser characteristic.
Experimental'work showed that two modes of operation with unseparated
flow can exist. In.the stable! mode a flow disturbance may cause temporary
flow separation, but, unseparated flow w i l l return when the disturbance is
removed. In the _.metastab le .mode, unseparated flow persists even if a d i s - -
turbance sufficient,to cause separation is removed.. Such factors as inlet
velocity, area ratio, suction slot width, and diffuser downstream conditions
have an effect'upon the minimum suction required for both metastable and for
stable unseparated flow; •' •..••' ... ... .
An extensive'set of .'tests-were-made, to determine-the minimum suction
requirements for unseparated flow for each diffuser. 'Inlet air velocities
were varied f'r'om 50Vft/sec .(15.2 m/sec)^to "280 ft/sec (85 m/sec). For the
9-inch (23 cm) annular diffuser,. slot widths.of 1/16-Inch .(6:',159 cm) to 1/4-inch
(0.635 cm) were used. Fo.r the 18-inch (46. cm) annular diffuser, slot widths of
1/8-inch (0.317 cm) to ,l/2-i,nch (1.27.cm) were used. Area ratios of 2.5:1 and
3:1 were used.
The effect of downstream conditions was investigated in two ways.
(1) A perforated sheet metal plate with 51% free area was attached to
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the diffuser exit plane of the 9"inch (23 cm) and of the 18-inch
(k6 cm) annular diffuser. The 18-inch (46 cm) diffuser plate had
5/8-inch (1.59 cm) holes while the 9-inch (23 cm) diffuser plate had
5/16-inch (.79 cm) holes.
(2) The usual annular diffuser requires struts which may cause flow
separation. Three struts located 120° apart were mounted in the
downstream constant velocity zone of the 9~inch (23 cm) annular
diffuser (AR = 2.5:1) to simulate this structural problem.
The effect of. an unsteady inlet velocity was examined by installing
a motor driven propeller just upstream of the inlet to the 9"inch (23 cm)
diffuser. The effect upon suction requirements when driven at 500 RPM
was exami ned. : . •..
In addition to tests made to determine minimum suction requirements,
performance tests were made to determi ne-di ffuser effectiveness, total
pressure loss, wall pressure distribution., exit plane velocity di st;r ibut i on •,
and center 1 i n e < velocity distribution for the four diffusers when operating
with about 200 ft/sec (60 m/sec) inlet velocity and with a suction rate
sufficient to maintain unseparated flow.
4.2 Test Procedure
In determining the minimum suction requirement for stable operation,
the pressure differential between the end of the supply duct and the end
of the diffuser inlet section was observed in order to adjust the damper so \
as to give the desired inlet velocity. The suction blowers were started
with the air bleed valve wide open and the slot suction valves nearly closed,
thus having a deficiency of suction. The suction valves were slowly
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opened while observing the venturi meter manometers so as to keep the proper
ratio of outer wall to inner wall suction rate. This ratio was approximately
the same as the slot length ratio. The air bleed valve was slowly closed so
\
as to increase the suction capacity either simultaneously with or subsequent
to the opening of the suction valves. Increasing the suction rate sufficiently
would cause the flow to become unseparated, and this condition was considered
to be the minimum for stable operation.
In determining the minimum suction requirement for metastable operation,
the suction rate was decreased from the amount required for stable operation
(or from any excess suction rate) until separation occurred. It was again
necessary to observe the flow manometers as the suction rate was reduced so
as to keep the suction rate per unit length of slot about the same on
the inner and outer walls.
For tests involving performance characteristics such as effectiveness,
velocity distribution, and wall pressure distribution, three static pressure
measurements were made with the micromanometer: (l) at the end of the air
supply duct (2) at the diffuser inlet (3) differential between (l) and
(2). Flow meter manometers were read and recorded. Wall pressure readings
were recorded on paper tape.
For velocity traverses, the reference position of the probe traversing
mechanism was observed. Measurements were then made at the various desired
stations by manipulating the traversing mechanism to the desired position and




The results will.be presented in the following arrangement. The
minimum suction requirements for unseparated flow wi l l be shown first. Then
measured and predicted velocity distributions at the exit planes, the walls,
and the passage centerlines w i l l be shown. Further the effects of downstream
blockage, of non-uniform inlet velocities, and of unsteady inlet velocity
w i l l be discussed. Finally a table of diffuser performance characteristics
wi11 be presented.
5.1 Minimum Suction Requirement
Figure 10 shows the minimum suction requirements for unseparated flow
through the four diffusers when approximately uniform inlet velocities exist.
Both stable and metastable requirements are shown when operated with the design
slot width (1/8-inch (.32 cm) for 18-inch (46 cm) diffuser, and 1/16-inch (.16 an)
for the other diffusers) and, for two of the diffusers, when operated with a
slot width several times wider than the design width. A wider slot enables
a-given suction rate to be removed with a smaller pressure drop through the
slot. In each case the design suction requirement is shown for an inlet
velocity of 200 ft/sec (61 m/sec). The design suction was determined by
assuming the one-seventh power law for the boundary layer velocity profile
and applying Taylor's criterion [7]. This criterion gives an estimate of the
amount of fluid wich must be removed to prevent flow separation due to an
unfavorable pressure gradient across the suction slot. The boundary layer
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Figure 10. Minimum suction requirement for unseparated flow when using uniform
i nlet veloci ty•
exists must be removed according to Taylor's criterion. U. and IL are the
velocities just upstream and downstream of the slot at the outer edge of the
boundary layer, and u is the velocity within the boundary layer upstream of the
slot along that streamline which ends in a stagnation point just downstream of
k
the slot.
The results indicate that the design suction rate was very close to that
required for metastable operation for the 9-inch (23 cm) annular diffuser
(AR = 2.5:1). For the 9-inch (23 cm) annular (AR = 3:1) and for the bell
shaped diffusers the design suction rate was slightly below that required for
metastable operation. For the 18-inch C*6 cm) diffuser, the design rate of
5% was kO% lower than the 1% actually required for metastable operation.
The suction rates required tended to drop asymptotically as the inlet
velocities were increased. Since the boundary layer thickness tends to decrease
with increased inlet velocities, this trend was expected.
The bell shaped diffuser required slightly smaller suction rates than the
annular diffusers having the same area ratio because only one wall requires
suction. Dropping the area ratio from 3:1 to 2.5:1 also reduced the suction
requirement as expected.
The suction requirement for stable operation was of course above the
metastable operation requirement but the differences tended to become less at
higher inlet velocities and with wider slots. The wider slots also tended to
make the suction requirement curves flatter or less dependent upon inlet
velocities.
For inlet air velocities in.the 200-250 ft/sec (61-76 m/sec) range, metastable
operation required 6.5% suction for the bell shaped diffuser while stable
operation required 12% suction. Corresponding suction rates for the 9-inch(23 cm)
25
annular diffuser (3:1 AR) were 8.5% for metastable and 16.0% for stable
operation. For the 9-inch (23 cm) annular diffuser with 2.5:1 area ratio,
6.3$ and 12% suction rates were required,respectively for metastable and stable
operation. For the most recently designed diffuser, the 18-inch (A6 cm)
annular (AR = 3:1), 1% suction was required for metastable operation and 10%
for stable operation at an inlet velocity of 230 ft/sec (70 m/sec). For lower
inlet velocities the suction rate increased as shown in figure lOa.
5.2 Velocity Distributions
Figure 11 shows the exit plane velocity profiles for the four diffusers
when an approximately uniform inlet velocity of 200 ft/sec (61 m/sec) is used
and unseparated flow exists. Three sets of velocity measurements resulting from
three circumferential locations 120° apart are shown for each diffuser. The
velocity distribution predicted by the digital computer analysis program is also
shown.
The dominant feature shown by this set of results is the virtually flat exit
velocity profile of each of the four diffusers. For the bell shaped diffuser,
the velocity ratio (local exit velocity/maximum exit velocity) was 0.98 - 0.02
over 35% of the exit area. For the 9-inch (23 cm) annular (AR = 3:1) the
exit velocity ratio was 0.96 - 0.0^  over 95% of the exit area. For the
9-inch (23 cm) annular (AR = 2.5:1) the exit velocity ratio was 0.93 - 0.07
over 95% of the exit area. For the 18-inch C*6 cm) annular diffuser the
exit velocity ratio was 0.91 - 0.09 over 95% of the exit area. The computer
analysis program predicted a virtually flat exit.velocity profile for
each diffuser as shown.
Figure 12 shows the "wall velocity" distribution for unseparated flow
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Figure 12 (continued). Wall velocity distribution for unseparated flow when
using uniform inlet velocity-
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200 ft/sec (61 m/sec) exists. The "wall velocities" were not measured directly
^but were computed from pressure coefficients obtained from wall pressure taps.
Thus they are velocities near the wall just outside the boundary layer. For
the three annular diffusers velocity distributions are shown for both the inner
and the outer wall. The wall velocity distribution predicted by the computer
analysis program is also shown for each diffuser. There is generally good agree-
ment between the wall velocity distribution predicted and that determined from
wall pressure measurements.
The "wall velocity" distributions show the design philosophy of the Griffith-
type diffuser. There is virtually no deceleration along the diffuser walls and
thus the "wall velocity" must change drastically at the slot.
One may note the difference between the "wall velocity" distribution
and the "centerline velocity" distribution shown by Figure 13- The centerline
profiles were determined from velocity measurements along a constant radius near
the middle of the flow passage. The deceleration at the center of the flow
passage is seen to occur over a significant part of the diffuser length in con-
trast with the wall deceleration. For the centerline profile the axial position
was taken from the diffuser inlet (smallest cross-sectional area), while for the
wall velocity profile, the axial length included the nozzle or accelerating
portion of the inlet section.
If the velocity distribution were precisely uniform at both the inlet and
the exit planes, the velocity ratio along the passage centerline would drop
from 1.0 at inlet to [(1.0 - FS/AR] at exit. For example, for the 9-inch
(23 cm) annular diffuser (AR = 3=0 the velocity ratio would, with uniform
inlet and exit velocity distribution, drop from 1.0 to (1.0 - 0.2l)/3.0 or
0.263 since 2]% suction was applied. The measured velocity ratio dropped
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Figure \J>. Axial velocity profile along a constant radius near the middle of
the flow passage.
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operation was used in order to minimize the fluctuation of the hot wire
measurement caused by wakes shed from the stem of the probe.
\
5-3 Effect of Partial Blockage Downstream
Figure 14 shows the minimum suction requirement for unseparated flow
through the 18-inch (*»6 cm) annular diffuser when a perforated sheet metal
plate was attached to the diffuser exit plane. The p-late had 5/16-inch (0.825
cm) diameter holes resulting in approximately 51% free area and simulated a
partial blockage or obstruction downstream of the diffuser. There was a slight
increase in the required suction rate at low inlet velocities when compared
S
with no downstream obstruction. At inlet velocities above 150 ft/sec (^6 m/sec)
no significant effect was observed. The velocity distribution just upstream of
the perforated plate was determined to be very s i m i l a r to the exit plane velocity
distribution when no downstream obstruction existed.
Three struts located 120° apart were mounted in the downstream section of
the Jrinch (23 cm). (AR = 2.5:1) annular diffuser to simulate flow interference
due to structural members. Figure 15 shows the exit plane circumferential
velocity profile when this diffuser was operated with an approximately uniform
inlet velocity of 200 ft/sec (61 m/sec). Approximately 10% suction was used to
prevent flow separation. The velocity ratio drops to about 0.92 as the strut
location is approached. This amount of variation was no more than the radial
velocity variation when no struts were present. By taking advantage of the
nearly constant velocity zone for the location of the struts, the problem of
flow separation was avoided.
5.** Effect of Non-Uniform Inlet Velocities
A series of tests were made to determine the effect of non-uniform diffuser
inlet velocities on the. 9~inch (23 cm) annular diffuser (AR = 2.5:1). Figure 16
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Figure \k_._ Minimum suction requirement
for unseparated flow through 18-inch
cm) diffuser having a perforated metal
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Figure 15. Exit plane circumferential
velocity pro.filp when three struts were
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Figure 16. ,Duct discharge velocity prof i les when part ial blockage consist ing of
— a semi-circular pl-ate~was~ installed". " ~ "~
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shape of a half circle was mounted in the supply duct. These duct discharge
velocity profiles were determined before the diffuser was attached to the
end of the duct. Subsequent diffuser exit velocity measurements were made
after ins t a l l i n g the diffuser at the end of the partially blocked air duct.
Figure 17 shows the resulting exit radial velocity distribution at two
circumferential locations 90° apart. The velocity ratio variation was from
a- maximum near the inner wall to about 82% of maximum near the outer wall.
This variation was only slightly more than when a uniform inlet velocity
was used.
Figure 18 shows the non-uniform duct discharge velocity profile when a
14-inch (35 cm) circular plate was installed in the supply duct so as to
yield a radially non-uniform duct discharge. Figure 19 shows the diffuser
exit velocity profiles which were subsequently determined. As with the
circumferential distortion, the diffuser exit radial velocity distribution
was determined at two locations 90° apart. The velocity ratio variation was
from a maximum near the inner wall to about 831 of maximum near the outer wall.
The suction rates required for unseparated flow were approximately the same
as with previous tests using uniform inlet velocities.
5-5 Effect of Unsteady Inlet Velocity
As previously mentioned, the effect of an unsteady inlet velocity was
examined by installing a motor driven propeller which caused wakes to be shed
upstream of the 9"inch (23 cm) annular diffuser inlet.
Figure 20 shows the minimum suction requirement for stable operation without
and with the propeller. The shedding of wakes from the propeller caused an
increase in the suction requirement, but the difference tends to become less as
the inlet air velocity is increased. At 200 ft/sec (61 m/sec) the suction
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Figure 17- Exit radial velocity pro-
f i les of 9-inch (23 cm) di f fuser
(AR=2.5:1) when supply duct was par-
t ia l ly blocked as shown byF ig . 16.
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Figure 18. Duct discharge velocity
profile when a circular plate was
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Figure 19- Exit radial velocity pro-
file of 9-inch (23 cm) diffuser
(AR=2.5:0 when supply duct was par-
t i a l l y blocked as shown by Fig. 18.
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Figure 20. Minimum suction requirement
for stable unseparated flow through
9-inch (23 cm) diffuser (AR=3:l)
without and with a propeller.
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5.6 Diffuser Performance
Tests were run to determine the effectiveness of the various Griffith
dtffusers. The effectiveness of the Griffith-type diffuser should be high
when operated without flow separation because it is a very short diffuser and
thus friction and turbulence losses should be very low. The price which must
be paid is the suction loss, and for the effectiveness to have real meaning,
this loss should be accounted for.
For this reason, this report w i l l show both the conventional diffuser
effectiveness, ri (= actual pressure rise/ideal pressure rise) and a more
meaningful effectiveness called e. E = (flow rate out)(actual pressure rise)/
(flow rate in) (ideal pressure rise). Appendix C derives the following
expressions used in computing n and E.
' (P - Ps .)
n(conventiona1) = 2 2 (24)
',..,[• "•"•" 'K -
(1.0 - FS) (P - P .)
(mod if led) = - - ^ - ^ - (25)
L -
,i [ i Kd,i i e \ AR
where FS is the fraction removed by suction and K is the kinetic energy coefficient
to account for the non-uniformity of the flow at the diffuser inlet and exit
planes. Typical values of K. and K were 1.025 and 1.011 respectively.
The logic of modifying the conventional effectiveness by the ratio of
the exit flow rate to the inlet flow rate becomes evident when one considers
that the conventional definition represents a ratio of energy terms per unit
mass flowing. When no suction or injection occurs, flow rates in and out /
cancel .
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The total pressure loss (see Appendix C) was computed from
(26)
and non-dimensional i zed to the inlet dynamic pressure P. ..d,i
Table I shows the results of the performance tests which were made on the
four diffusers. In the 150-250 ft/sec (46-76 m/sec) range of inlet velocities,
the diffuser effectiveness values based on the conventional definition were from
97% to 33%. When slot suction was properly charged to the diffusers, the effective-
ness values were about 86% for the 9~inch (23 cm) annular (AR = 3:1), 88% for
the 9-inch (23 cm) annular (AR = 2.5:1), 89% for the 18-inch (46 cm) annular,
and 91% for the bell shaped diffuser. A typical total pressure loss was 1%
of the inlet dynamic pressure. Fluctuations from this value were probably
due more to slight pressure measurement errors than to actual changes in the
total pressure loss.
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TABLE I. GRIFFITH DIFFUSER PERFORMANCE\
Inlet Velocity Inlet Slot Pressure Effectiveness Total Pressure
Test Reynolds Suction Recovery ^ t^ Loss, % of
No
- Ft./Sec M/Sec Number % Coefficient ,* . /^ ^ Inlet Dynamic
CP ' (Eq. 26)
A. Bell Shaped Diffuser; AR=3:1; Slot Width = 1/16 in. (.159 cm)
1 82 25 k.l x lO*1 7.3 0.92 91.5 98.8 1.1
2 li»5 M l.k x 101* 6.2 0.92 93.6 99.0 0.9
3 235 72 12.0 x 101* 6.3 0.91 92.0 98.2 1.7
B. 9 in. (23 cm) Annular Di f fuser; AR=3:1; Slot Width = 1/16 in. (.159 cm)
k 79 2k 2.0 x 101* 16.6 0.90 81.3 95-2 *t.5
5 1^2 A3 3.6 x 101* 12.3 0.91 85.5 97-5 2.3
6 236 72 6.0 x ID1* 1 1 . 2 0.91 86.5 97.5 2.3
C. 9 in. (23 cm) Annular Diffuser; AR=2.5:1; Slot Width = 1/16 in. (.159 cm)
7 82 25 2.8 x 10A 12.8 0.89 86.1 98.8 1.1
8 1^7 ^5 5.0 x lo'* 11.0 0.87 86.6 97.^  2.2
9 237 72 8.0 x lO1* 9-5 0.88 89.5 99.0 0.9
D. 18 in. (*»6 cm) Annular Diffuser; AR=3:1; Slot Width = 1/2 in. (1.27 cm)
10 8^ 26 it.3 x 10 10.3 0.90 86.7 96.7 3.1
11 1^ M 7-3 x 10*1 8.3 0.92 90.9 99-0 0.9




The following conclusions were reached based upon the results of the
.research program.
(1) The concept of the Griffith diffuser is a reasonable approach to designing
short a x i a l l y symmetrical diffusers for special applications.
(2) The potential flow design program utilizing the two dimensional wedge
flow patch to approximate the branch flow from the suction slot yields
a workable curved wall diffuser. This is not to rule out the possibility
of improvement by using a more sophisticated design program such as an
improved branch flow patch and the accounting for boundary layer
displacement thickness.
(3) Reasonably good agreement was achieved among the velocity distributions
prescribed to the design program, predicted by the analysis program, and
determined experimentally.
(k) The slot suction rate required to prevent separation with stable flow
was found to decrease asymptotically with diffuser inlet velocity and
radial dimensions. Thus the minimum suction rate was about 10% at 230 fps
(69 m/sec) for the largest diffuser tested.
(5) High performance can be expected from the Griffith diffuser when
sufficient suction is used to prevent flow separation. An effectiveness
<4f 88% is a typical value if slot suction is accounted for.
(6) A reasonably uniform exit velocity profile results from the Griffith
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APPENDIX A - PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND LISTING
The main program is the controller for the program. It calls each of
the subroutines as needed, and it contains the main loop for the iteration of
the radial coordinates.
SETUP is a subroutine which computes coefficients which are needed to per-
form Simpson's Rule integration.
SIMP is a subroutine for integration using Simpson's Rule.
PART I is a subroutine which reads in, checks, and outputs the input data.
Obvious errors in input data terminates the program after error explanation
is printed. Certain constants to control subsequent calculations are com-
puted and initialization of arrays Q and R are also performed in PART I.
COEF is a subroutine which computes constants used in the solution for the
velocity distribution.
RELAX is a subroutine which uses the Gauss-Siedel Technique with overrelaxation
to solve for In Q over the region. Where derivatives of the velocity are
prescribed as zero, this subroutine corrects those boundary conditions accordingly.
PART I I is a subroutine which performs the inverse transformation to get the
flow angles, a, the R coordinates, and finally the X coordinates if the iteration
on R is on its last pass. This subroutine also corrects the boundary conditions
on R where required. The integration is carried out first along the middle
streamline and then along each potential line individually.
OUTPUT is a subroutine which prints out the R array upon request during the
iteration on R. At the completion of all computations, it outputs the Q, R, X,
and a arrays and a summary of the wall coordinates of the finished channel
design.
GRAPH IC is a subroutine which plots out the streamlines and equipotential
lines for the final channel design. Inlet and outlet channel velocity pro-
files are optionally output.
INPUT DATA PREPARATION INSTRUCTIONS
The following is a description of the input data, their meanings, and how










FLAG1 is the input flag for the plane flow case.
FLAG1 = 0 for axially symmetric flow.
FLAG1 = 1 for plane flow.
FLAG2 is the boundary condition flag.
FLAG2 = 0: Dirichlet B.C. are used on the inlet and outlet
potential lines and the velocities are set equal to the
first and last wall velocities input respectively.
FLAG2 = 1: Neumann B.C. are used on the inlet and outlet
potential 1i nes.
FLAG2 = 2: Dirichlet B.C. are used on the inlet potential
line with the velocities being input there and Neumann
B.C. are used on the outlet potential line.
FLAG2 = 3: Neumann B.C. are used on the inlet potential
line and Dirichlet B.C. are used on the outlet potential
line with the velocities being input there.
FLAG2 = 4: Dirichlet B.C. are used on the inlet and outlet
potential lines with the velocities being input on both.
FLAGS is the bell diffuser flag.
FLAG3 = 0 if the diffuser is plane or annular.
FLAG3 = 1 if the diffuser is a bell diffuser.
FLAG4 is the graphical output flag.
FLAG4 = 0 if no graphical output is desired.

























HEDR is a 60 character comment that w i l l be printed
out at the top of each page of output.
DATE1 is the two d i g i t number giving the month of the
date.
DATE2 is the two d i g i t number giving the day of the
date.
DATE3 is the two d i g i t number giving the year of the
date.
CASE is a four d i g i t case number that w i l l be printed
out at the top of each page of output.
Description
RMULT is a constant, by which all computed X and Y
coordinates w i 1 1 be multiplied at the completion of the
program. If RMULT = 0.0 no multiplication w i l l take
place.
W is the relaxation factor. Although the optimum value
varies with the grid size, a value of 1.9 has been found
to work well in planar cases, 1.9 in bell cases, and 1.7
in annular cases.
TOLSYS is the accuracy to which the radial coordinates
are to be computed. This accuracy is determined as the
largest change of any radial coordinate from the pre-
vious i terat ion.
TOLDE is the accuracy to which the velocity is to be
computed. This accuracy is determined as the largest
change of any velocity from the previous iteration.
This is the number of the nodal point in the <j> direction
at which the upper stagnation point (slot downstream
lip) is to be located. \
This is the number of the nodal point in the <f» direction
at which the lower stagnation point is to be located.
For plane and bell designs this item is not used.
Description





















The number of mesh points to be used in the








The maximum number of iterations allowed to find the
radial coordinates. If FLAG1 = 1 then MXISYS = 1.
MXISYS = 10 gives good results for annular and bell
diffusers.
The maximum number of iterations allowed to find the
velocities; 300-400 usually gives good results for the
2-D case and 50 gives good results for the axial ly
symmetric case.
This is the number of nodal points in the \l> direction
at which the upper stagnation point (slot downstream
lip) is located. N-NSTAGU cannot be less than 3-
This is the number of nodal points in the i|> direction
at which the lower stagnation point is located. For
plane and bell designs this item is not used. NSTAGL
cannot be less than 4.
Variable Description
RADIN is the radial coordinate at the nodal point
numbered (1,1) for annular design. If left blank its
value is assumed to be 1.0. This item is not used in
plane or bell designs.
The number of the streamline for an annular diffuser.
Usually chosen as N/2. Care should be exercised in the
choise of MIDJ since an improper choice can cause an
annular design to cross the X axis. This results in a
divide check, overflow or underflow and a consequent
termination of the program. This item is only used for
annular designs.
The frequency at which intermediate values of the coordinates
of the diffuser are printed out during iteration on R.
If no intermediate values are desired, make IPRSYS greater
than MXIDE.
The frequency at which intermediate values of the
velocity are printed out.
The number of the potential line at the bottom of the
upper slot. This number is usually only slightly larger
than MSTAGU.
The number of the potential line at the bottom of the
lower slot. This item is only used for annular designs.
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Spacing and Boundary Conditions

















The values of the velocity potential along a streamline
at each nodal point. There should be M values.
The values of the velocity along the upper wall upstream
of and along the upstream wall inside of the slot. There
should be -MSLOTU of these values.
The values of the velocity along the upper wall downstream
of the slot. There should be M-MSTAGU of these values.
The values of the velocity along the downstream wall
inside of the slot. There should be MSLOTU-MSTAGU of
these values.
The values of the velocity along the lower wall upstream
of and along the upstream wall inside of the slot. There
should be MSLOTL of these values. Omit for plane and
bel1 des igns .
The values of the velocity along the lower wall downstream
of the slot. There should be M-MSTAGL of these values.
Omit for plant and bell designs.
The values of the velocity along the downstream wall inside
of the slot. There should be MSLOTL-MSTAGL of these values.
Omit for plane and bell designs.
The values of the stream function along a potential line
at each nodal point. There should be N values.
The value of the velocity at nodal points along the inlet
potential line. There should be N values. Values are
input only if FLAG2 = 2 or k.
The values of the velocity at nodal points along the outlet
potential line. There should be NSTAGU values for plane
and bell designs and NSTAGU-NSTAGL + 1 values for annular
designs. Values are input only if FLAG2 = 3 or k.
OUTPUT EXPLANATION
On the first page of output the control data is printed out and the
options called for by the control data are listed. Following the printout of
the control data coraes a printout of the wall boundary conditions and spacing
in the <j> direction. The wall boundary conditions are given in three parts:
the inlet wall data, the downstream wall data and data inside the slot. The
first column of each set of data gives the arc length, S, computed along the
wall streamline. The second column labeled Q gives the velocity that is input
along the wall streamline. The third column labeled PHI gives the values of
<J> as input. The fourth column labeled DPMI gives Ac|>, the spacing as computed
by subtracting adjacent values of <j>. For annular designs three more sets of
wall boundary conditions are output for the diffuser lower wall.
Following the wall streamline boundary conditions the stream function
distribution is printed out along with the spacing computed from it. The
numbers to the left of these outputs give the number of the node to which the
information corresponds.
Following the input data comes a list of the convergence variables ITER,
JTER, EPS and DEL for each iteration on R (these are printed out for the axially
symmetric case only). ITER is the number of the iteration on R that was then
in progress. • JTER is the number of iterations on the velocity that have been
completed. EPS is the accuracy to which R has been computed. DEL is the
accuracy of solution of the InQ equation.
The arrays of Q, R, X and ALPHA are output after the last iteration.
The arrays QSLOTU, QSLOTL, RSLOTU, RSLOTL, XSLOTU, XSLOTL, ASLOTU, and ASLOTL,
the values of the corresponding variables inside the slot on the downstream
wall, are also output. The values of ITER, JTER, EPS and DEL are output
in the heading of each array.
A summary of the wall coordinates is output last along with the
velocity that was prescribed along the wall, the arc length computed along
the wall and the tangent angle along the wall. This output is presented in
three parts as was the input data along the walls. For annular channels
another set of output is presented for a lower wall.










CLEMSON UNIVERSITY MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
PROGRAM 70-02
AXIALLY SYMMETRIC AND 2-D BRANCHED FLOW CHANNEL DESIGN
DIMENSION OX(150»,ESIMP(150),FSIMP<150),GSIMP<150),
1 . GRANDU50) ,GIFT(150),PHI(150),PSl(150),
2 DPSI(150),DPHl(150),S<150),SBARi1501,S1(150),
3 SB ARK 150) , S2( 150 ), SBAR2 (150), HEDR (15 ) ,
4 EPHI(150) ,FPHI(150) ,GPHI(150) ,EPSI<150) ,
5 FPSK150) ,GPSI(150) ,RSLOTU(150),RSLOTL< 1501,










COMMON / Cl / IMINSU,IMAXSU,IMINSIfIMAXSI.GRAND,GIFT,
DX,ESIMP,FSIMP,GSIMP ^
















IF (EPS .LE. TOLSYS) GO TO 200
IF (ITER ,LT. II*IPRSYS) GO TO 100
NUT = 1
II = II * 1
CALL OUTPUT
100 CONTINUE
200 NUT = 0
CALL OUTPUT
IF (FLAG4 .LE. 0) STOP
CALL GRAPIC
END
********** SUBROUTINE SETUP **********
COMPUTES COEFFICIENTS FOR USE IN SIMPSON RULE
INTEGRATION
SUBROUTINE SETUP
DIMENSION DXU50) , ESIMPC150) ,FS IMP( 150) ,GS IMP( 150 ),
1 GRAND(150),GIFT(150)




































































































DX1Q = DX1 * 0X1 * DX1
OX1SQ = DX1 * 0X1
OX2Q = 0X2 * 0X2 * 0X2
OX2SO = 0X2 * 0X2
XNUM = 2. * OX1Q + 3. * DX1SO * DX2 - OX2Q
DEN = 6. * 0X1 * ( 0X2 > 0X1 )
ESIMPU ) = XNUM / OEN
XNUM = DX2Q * DX10 *• 3. * OX2SQ * 0X1 * 3. * DX1SQ * 0X2
OEN = 6. * 0X1 * 0X2
FSIMPU) = XNUM / OEN
XNUM = 2. * DX2Q + 3. * OX2SQ * 0X1 - 0X10
OEN = 6. * DX2 * ( 0X2 * 0X1 )

















THIS SUBROUTINE DOES SIMPSON'S RULE INTEGRATION




COMMON / Cl / IMINSUfIMAXSUfIMINSIiIMAXSIfGRAND,GIFT,
1 DX,ESIMP,FSIfP,GSIMP
GIFTCIMINSI) = 0.0
II = IMINSI + 2
COMPUTE MAIN INTEGRAL
00 1000 IMI, IMAXSI, 2
III = I
SUM = GIFT( I -2» + ESIMPU-2) * GRANDd-2)
SUM = SUM + FSIMPU-2! * GRANDU-1J
SUM = SUM + GSIMPU-2) * GRANDdl




IF (IMAXSI - III .EQ. 1> IUP = IMAXSI - 2




GIFT(I) = 01 * ( 2. * 01 + 3. * 02 » * GRAND(I-l) /
1( 6. * 02 + 6. * 01 »
GIFTdJ = GIFT(I) + 01 * ( 01 * 3. * 02 ) * GRAND(I) /
H 6. * 02 )
2000 GIFT(I) = GIFT(I) - 01 * Dl * 01 * GRAND(I+1) /
1( 6. * 02 * 02 * 6. * D2 * 01 I * GIFT(I-1»
IF (IMAXSI - III .EQ. 0) RETURN
I = IMAXSI
GIFT( I ) = ( GRANOU-ll *• GRAND( I ) ) * OX(I-1I / 2. * GIFT(I- l )
RETURN
END
********** SUBROUTINE PARTI **********










































































































DIMENSION DX(150) ,ESIMP(150) ,FSIMP(150) ,GSIMP(150) ,
1 GRAND(150) ,GIFT(150) ,PHI (150) ,PSI (150) t
2 DPS I (150) ,DPHI(150) ,S(150) ,SBAR(150) ,S1(150) ,
3 S8ARK150) ,S2( 150 ), S8AR2( 1501 ,HEDR(15),
4 EPHK150),FPHI(150) ,GPHI(150) ,EPSI(150) ,
5 FPSH150I ,GPSI(15Q1,RSLOTIH1501,RSLOTL(1501 »




























































1'AXIALLY SYMMETRIC AND 2-D BRANCHED CHANNEL1,
2T85,• DESIGN'///Til,'*#***•,T21,15A4,T84,12,T86,'/',
3T87,I2.T89, •/• , T90,1 2,T96,•CASE NO. «,T107,I4,
4T116,•*****• ,/////T51, • CONTROL DATA «
5/////T16,'FLAG1 = • ,T23,11,T36,'RMULT = «,T45,F11.6,
6T66,«M = ' ,T75,I10,T96,«RADIN = •,T105,F10.57
7T16,'FLAG2 = •tT23,I1,T36t•W = ',T45,F11.6,T66,
8'N = •,T75,I10,T96,'MIDJ = •,T105,I10/T16,
9'FLAG3 = •,T23,I1,T36,'TOLSYS = ',T45,Fl1.6,T66,
A'MXISYS = • ,T75,I10,T96,«IPRSYS = • ,T105 ,110/T16,
B«FLAG4 = • ,T23,I1,T36,'TOLDE = f,T45,Fl1.6,T66,








































































































O'MSTAGU = ' ,T46, I10 ,T66, 'NSTAGU = ',175,110,
ET<56, 'MSLOTU = ' ,T105,110/T36, 'MSTAGL = ',T46,I10,
FT66, 'NSTAGL = • ,T75,I 10,T96,•MSLOTL = «,T105,I10/ / / /
G T 5 5 , ' OPTIONS • )
EPS = 0.0
IF (FLAG1 .GT. 0) W R I T E ( 3 , 4 0 )
FORMAT(///T57,•2-DlMENSIONAL')
IF (FLAGl .LE. 0) WRITE(3,50)
FORMAT(///T57,'AXIALLY SYMMETRIC*)
IF ( FLAG2 .EQ. 0 .OR. FLAG2 .EQ. 4 ) WRITE(3,55)
FORMAT(/T57,'DIRICHLET BOUNDARY CONDITIONS')
IF ( FLAG2 .F.O. 1 ) WRITE(3,60)
FORMAT(/T57,'NEUMANN BOUNDARY CONDITIONS')
IF ( FLAG2 .EQ. 2 ) WRITE(3,65)
FORMAT(/T57,«DIRICHLET B. C. AT INLET AND NEUMANN «,
1T94,'B. C. AT OUTLET',/T60,'WITH VELOCITY INPUT AT INLET')
IF ( FLAG2 .EQ. 3 ) WRITE(3,70)
70 FORMAT(/T57,'NEUMANN B. C. AT INLET AND DIRICHLET ',
1T94,'B. C. AT OUTLET',/T60,'WITH VELOCITY INPUT AT OUTLET')
IF (FLAG3 .GT. 0) WRITE(3,80)
FORMAT(/T57,'BELL DIFFUSER - NOZZLE')
IF (FLAG3 .LE. 0 .AND. FLAG1 .LE. 0) WRITE(3,90)
FORMAT(/T57,'ANNULAR DIFFUSER - NOZZLE')
IF (FLAG4 .GT. 0) WRITE(3,100)
FORMAT(/T57,'GRAPHICAL OUTPUT')
IF (FLAG4 .LE. 0) WRITE(3,110)


















IF (FLAGl .LE. 0) GO TO













FLAGl GREATER THAN ZERO FLAG3 MUST BE ZERO')
0) GO TO 150
1) GO TO 150














































































































































































































R E A D WALL V E L O C I T Y DISTRIBUTION
READd,160) (PHId ) , I=2,MP1 )
R E A D ( 1 , 1 6 0 1 ( Q < I , N P 1 ) , I = 2 , M S L U P 1 )
READd, 160) (0( I, NSTUPI) , I = MSTUP2,MP1)
READ(1,160)(gSLOTU(I),I=MSTUP2,MSLUP1)
FORMAT16F10.0)
IF (FLAG1 .GT. 0 .OR. FLAG3 .GT. 0) GO TO 170
READd,160MQC I,2),1=2,MSLLPI)
READ(1,160)(Q(I,NSTLP1), I = MSTLP2iMP11
R E A D ( 1 , 1 6 0 ) ( Q S L O T L ( I ) , I = M S T L P 2 , M S L L P 1 )
DO 180 1=2,M
DPH! (I) = PHK 1*1) - PHU I)
DPMI(1) = DPr i l (2)
DPHI(MPl) = OPHI (M)
READ STREAM FUNCTION SPACING
RE AD (1,1 60) (PS Id ),I = 2,NP1)
DO 190 1=2,N
DPSI d) = PSH 1*1) - PSKI )
DPSI d) = OPSI (2)
OPSKNP1) = O P S I ( N )
COMPUTE ARC LENGTHS ALONG THE W A L L
DO 200 1=2,M





G R A N H d ) = 1.0 / Q( I . N P 1 )




S( I ) = G I F T d )
SKMSTUP1) = 0.0
S 2 ( M S T U P 1 ) = 0.0
Q(MSTUP1,NSTUPI) = 0.0
OSLOTU(MSTUP l ) = 0.0
SKMSTUP2) = 2. * DPHKMSTUP1)
S2(MSTUP2) = SKMSTUP2)
DO 230 I=MSTUP2,MP1
G R A N D d ) = 1.0 / Qd,NSTUPI)
IMINSI = MSTUP2
I M A X S I = MP1



































































































































24C SKI) - GIFT(I) -•• SHMSTUP2)
DO 250 I=MSTUP2t MSLUP1





26C S 2 ( I » = G I F T ( I ) + S2 (MSTUP2)
IF (FLAG1 .GT. 0 .OR. FLAG3
00 270 I = 2 , y S L L P l
27C G R A N D ( I ) = 1.0 / 0 ( 1 , 2 )




280 SBARU ) = GIFT( I I
S8APKMSTLP1) = 0.0
S t j A P 2 ( M S T L P l ) = 0.0
Q ( M S T L P 1 , N S T L P 1 ) = 0
Q S L O T L ( M S T L P l ) = 0.0
S B A R H M S T L P 2 ) = 2. *
S B A R 2 ( M S T I P 2 > = SBAR1 ( NISTLP2 )
DO 290 l = M S T L P 2 , M P i





300 S B A R K I ) = G I F T ( I )
DO 310 I=MSTLP2,MSLLP1





320 SBAP.2 ( I ) = G I F T ( I ) + S B A R 2 ( MSTLP2 )
OUTPUT WALL V E L O C I T Y DISTRIBUTION AND VELOCITY
POTENTIAL D ISTRIBUTION ON UPPER SURFACE
33C W R 1 T E ( 3 , 2 0 >
WR1TE(3,340)HEDR,DATE1,DATE2,DATE3,CASE
340 F O R M A T ( / / T 2 , 1 5 A 4 , T 6 4 , I 2 , T 6 6 , I / ' , T 6 7 , I 2 , T 6 9 , ' / ' ,T70, I2,
1 T 7 6 , ' C A S E NO. • , T87 , I 4/ / / T2 , • WALL V E L O C I T Y ' ,
2T15 , 1 D ISTRIBUT ION AND POTENTIAL SPACING 1 ,
3T50,1 UPSTREAM OF SLOT « UPPER SURFACE ) • ///T16 , ' S • ,
4T36, 'Q 1 ,T54, «PHI ' ,T74 , ' O P H I ' / / )
ICOUNT = 1
DO 360 I=2,MSLUP1
ICOUNT = ICOUNT + 1
W R I T E ( 3 , 3 5 0 ) I, S( I) ,Q( I.NP1) ,PHI( I) ,DPHI( I )
350 FORM AT ( T 2, 1 3, T 10, F 10.5 , T30 , F 1 0. 5 ,T50,F 10. 5/T70.F 10. 5 )


































































































































1T76,'CASE NO. • ,T87,I4///T2,'WALL VELOCITY',
2T15,1 DISTRIBUTION.AND POTENTIAL SPACING',




ICOUNT = ICOUNT + 1
WRITE(3,350)I,S1(I I,Q(I,NSTUP1),PHI(II,DPHI(I)
IF ( ICOUNT .LT. 23) GO TO 380
ICOUNT = 1
W R I T E < 3 , 2 0 )
W R I T E ( 3 , 3 7 0 ) H E O R , O A T E l j O A T E 2 , D A T E 3 , C A S E
380 CONTINUE
W R I T E ( 3 , 2 0 )
WRITE(3,390IHEOR,OATE1,OATE2,OATE3,CASE
390 FORM AT <//T2, 15 A4 ,T64, I 2 ,T66 , • / ' ,T67, 12.T69,'/' ,T70,I2,
1T76,'CASE NO. ' ,T37,14///T2,'WALL VELOCITY',
2T15,' DISTRIBUTION AND POTENTIAL SPACING',




ICOUNT = ICOUNT «• 1
WRITE(3,350H,S2( I) ,OSLOTU( I),PHl( I»,OPHI ( II
IF (ICOUNT .LT. 23) GO TO 400
ICOUNT = 1
WRITE(3,20)
W R I T E ( - 3 , 3 9 0 ) H E D R , D A T E l , D A T t 2 , D A T E 3 , C A S E
400 CONTINUE
Q(MSTUP1,NSTUP1) = 1.0





OUTPUT WALL VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION AND VELOCITY
POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION ON LOWER SURFACE
IF (FLAG1 .GT. 0 .OR. FLAG3 .GT. 0) GO TO 470
WRITE(3,20)
W R I T E ( 3 , 4 1 0 ) H E D R , O A T E 1 , D A T E 2 , D A T E 3 , C A S E
410 F O R M A T ( / / T 2 , 1 5 A 4 , T 6 4 , 1 2 , T 6 6 , ' / ' ,T67,I 2 , T 6 9 , ' / ' ,T70, I2,
1 T 7 6 , ' C A S E NO. • , T 8 7 , I 4 / / / T 2 , ' W A L L V E L O C I T Y ' ,
2T15, ' D I S T R IrtUTION AND P O T E N T I A L S P A C I N G ' ,
3T50 , ' U P S T R E A M OF SLOT ( LOWER SURFACE ) ' / / /T16, 'S ' ,
4T36, 'Q1 ,T54, 'PHI • ,T74, 'DPMI . ' / / )
ICOUNT = 1
DC 420 I=2 ,MSLLP1
ICOUNT = ICGUNT +1
WRITE(3,350) I,SBAR(I»,; j (I,2),PHI( I),DPHI(I I
IF (ICOUNT .LT. 23) GO TO 420
ICOUNT = 1
WRITE(3,20)
W R I T E ( 3 , 4 1 0 ) H E D R , U A T e i , D A T E 2 , D A T E 3 , C A S E
420 CONTINUE
W R I T E ( 3 , 2 0 )
WRITE(3,430)HE OR,DAT El,DATE2,DATE3,CASE
430 FORN1AT(//T2,15A4,T64, I2,T66,'/' ,T67,I2 ,T69,'/« ,T70,I2,
1T76,'CASE NO. ' ,T37, I4///T2,'WALL VELOCITY',
2T15,' DISTRIBUTION AND PUTENTIAL SPACING',

























































































































4T36, « 0 * , T 5 4 , « P H P , T 7 4 ,
I C O U N T = 1
00 440 I = I*STLP1,MP1
ICQUNT = ICOUNT + 1
WR1TE13,350)1,SBAR1U )






W R I T E ( 3 , 4 5 0 ) H E O R , O A T El
450 F O R M A T ( / / T 2 , 1 5 A 4 , T 6 4 , I
1 T 7 6 , ' C A S E NO. ' , T 8 7 ,
2T15, 1 D ISTRIBUT ION AND
3 T 5 0 , « INSIDE OF SLOT (
4T36, 'Q' ,T54,'PHP ,T74,
• D P H P / / )
,QU,NSTLP1) ,PHI ( I ) ,DPHI ( I I
TO 440
, D A T F 2 , D A T E 3 , C A S E
, U A T E 2 , D A T E 3 , C A S E










ICOUNT = ICOUNT * 1
WRITE<3,350)1,SBAR2(I)























•1T76,'CASE NO. ', T87 , I4///T2,«STREAM FUNCT4ui<
-2T18, ' DISTRIBUTION' ,///T15,'PSP,T35,'OPSP//)
ICOUNT = 1
DO 500 J=2,NP1
ICOUNT = ICOUNT * 1 •
 ;
W R I T E ( 3 , 4 9 0 ) J , P S I ( J ) . D P S I ( J )
F C R M A T ( T 2 , I 3 ,T10,F10.5, /T.30,F10.5)
IF (ICOUNT .LT. 23) GO TO 500
ICOUNT = 1 • .
WRITE(3,20)
W R I T E ( 3 , 4 8 0 ) H E D R , O A T E 1 , D A T E 2 , D A T E 3 , C A S E
500 CONTINUE
COMPUTE INTEGRATION CONSTANTS INVOLVING DPHI
00 510 1=2,M





EPHI (I ) = ESIMP(I)
FPMI(I) = FSIMP(I)
















































































































































. COMPUTE INTEGRATION CONSTANTS INVOLVING OPSI

















I MAX = MP1
0} JMIN=3
0) GO TO 550
INITIALIZE ARRAYS
DO 560 J=2,NP1
0(2 ,J ) = Q(2,NP1)




Q ( I t J ) = DLOG(P)
DO 580 1=1,MP2
P = QSLOTUU )
QSLOTUdl = DLOG(P»
P = Q S L O T L t I >
QSLOTL( I ) = OLOG(P)




.OR. FLAG3 .GT. 0)
= QSLOTHMSTLP2)













X(I , J) = 0.0
READ INLET AND OUTLET VELOCITY PROFILES (IF USED)

































































































































640 IF (FLAG2 .NE. 3 .AND. FLAG3 .NE. 4) GO TO 660
IMAX = M
NSTUP1 = NSTAGU + 1
IF (FLAG1 .GT. 0 .OR. FLAG3 .GT. 0 ) READ(1,160)IQ(MP1,J),J=2,
1NSTUP1)
NSTLP1 = NSTAGL + 1
IF (FLAG1 .LE. 0
1J=NSTLP1,NSTUP1)
DO 650 J=2,NP1
P = Q(MP1,J )
650 0(MP1,J) = OLOG(P)
66C .CONTINUE
WRITE HEADING FOR CONVERGENCE VARIABLES
,AND. FLAG3 .LE. 0)READ(1,160)(Q(MP1,J),
IF (FLAG1 .LE. 0) WR ITE<3 ,670 )HEDR,DATE 1 ,DATE2 ,DATE3 .CASE
670 FORMAT(1H1/ /T57 , 'CLEMSON UNI VERSI TV , / /T49 , 'MECHANIC AL
ING D E P A R T M E N T ' , / / / T 2 , 1 5 A 4 * T 6 4 , I 2 ,T66 , • / • ,T67 , I 2 » T 6 9 , • / • t
2 T 7 6 , ' C A S E NO. ' , T87 , I4 / / / »
IF (FLAG1 .LE. 01 W R I T E ( 3 , 6 8 0 )
680 FORMAT<T2 f'IMPORTANT VARIABLES FOR EACH ITERATION OF1,
1T43,' THE R COORDINATES'//)
WRITE(4)«Q(I, J),I = 1,MP2),J=1,NP2)
WRITE(5)<(R(I,J),I=1,MP2),J=1,NP2)
WRITE (12) «X(I,J),I=1,MP2),J = 1,NP2)
RETURN
END
********** SUBROUTINE COEF **********
THI-S SUBROUTINE COMPUTES COEFFICIENTS TO BE USED
IN RELAXATION OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
SUBROUTINE COEF -
DIMENSION DPHI (150) .DPSK150), S<150),SBAR<150),
1 S 1 ( 1 5 0 ) , S 2 ( 1 5 0 ) , S B A R 1 < 1 5 0 ) , S B A R 2 < 1 5 0 ) ,














































= NSTAGU - 1
= MSTAGU * 2
= MSTAG L * 2

































































MSLLP1 = MSLOTL * 1
NSTLP1 = NSTAGL + 1
NSTLP2 = NSTAGL + 2
NSTUP2 = NSTAGU «• 2
READ (5) ( ( R ( I , J ),!=!, M P 2 )
 tJ = l tNP2)











































































































































t J M A X




* OPHK I )
* DPHK I)
-OPHK I )
1) * Rd«-l,JI / ( DPHKI) * 88 )
DPHId) * R(I-1,J) / ( DPHId-1)
CC * Rd,J) / AA
1) * fid,J + ll / < DPSKJ) * EE )
O P S K J ) * R(I,J-1) / ( OPSKJ- l )
FF * Rd,J) / DO
(1*1,J) / ( OPHKI)
-»• 2. * R< I - l t J ) / (
- 2. * R ( I , J ) / AA
) * R( I tJ I * Rd tJ) * R( It J) /
* R ( I , J ) * R d t J ) * FF * OERY
(I tJ) * R( I tJ) / AA
* CC * DERX / AA
R(I , J) - DPHKI-1)
) * W * Rd,J) / (
R ( I , J ) > OPHKI) *
) * W * Rd, J) / <
Rd.J) * Rd.JI
R( I , J) + DPSK J-l)
I * W * R3 / ( F *
R( I ,J) - DPSKJ) *
) * W * R3 /• ( F *








F * DPHI(I) * BB )
OERX








J = NSTAGU + 2
DO = DPSKJ-1) * OPSKJ
EE = OPSKJ-1) +• OPSKJ
FF = OPSKJ-1) - OPSI (J
DO 200 I=MSTUP2,MSLUP1
AA = OPHK 1-1) * OPHK I
88 = OPHK 1-1) + DPHK I
CC = OPHI d-1) - OPHK I
DERX = DPHI( 1-1) * R( 1 +
DERX - OERX - OPHK I ) *
OERX = DERX - CC * Rd,
DPSI(J-l) * R( I,
R( I-l.J
J ) / AA
J+l) / «
OPHK I ) * 3B )
i / ( DPHKI-1) * BB )
OERY =
OERY = OERY - OPSKJ) * RSLOTU(I)
OERY = OERY - FF * R(I,J) / 00
ODERX = 2. * RU + l.J) / ( OPHKI)
DOERX = DDERX + 2. * R(I-1,J) / <
OOEKX = OOERX - 2. * Rd,J) / AA
F = 2. * R(I-tJ) * Rd.J) * R(I,J)
DPSKJ) * EE )
 / ( OPSKJ-1) EE )
* BB )












































































































F = F + R( I ,J I * R ( I , J ) . * R ( I t J) *
F = F ••• 2. * R(I ,J) * R(I ,J) / AA
F •= F - R ( I , J ) * CC * DERX / AA
A ( I , J ) = 2. * R ( I . J ) - 01
FF * DERY / DD
A( I , J
B(I ,J
B(I ,J










= A( ItJ ) *' W * R( I, J
= 2. * R( I, J ) t- DPHI
-= B( I,J ) * W * R( I, J
,J) * R(I,J) * R(I ,
2. * R(l,J) + DPSI
C(I,J) * W * R3 /
2. * R(I,J) - DPSI
D(!,J» * W * R3 /
































































DERX / ( DPHKI) * BB )
/ ( DPHIU-H
COMPUTE COEFFICIENTS INSIDE LOWER SLOT
If (FLAG1 .GT. 0 .OR. FLAG3 .GT. 0) GO TO 1000
J = NSTAGL
OP = DPSKJ-1) * DPSI (J)
Eg = DPSKJ-1) * DPSKJ
= DPSKJ-1) - DPSKJ
300 I=MSTLP2,MSLLP1
 DPHKI-1) * DPHK I
 DPHI(I-l) * DPHK1
 OPHI U-l) - DPHK I
OPHI U-l) * RU + 1,J)
OERX - DPHKI) * R( I-1,J)
DERX - CC * R( I,J ) / AA
DPSI (J-l) * RSLOTH I) / (
DERY - D P S I ( J ) * R( I, J-l )
DERY - FF * R( I, J) / DO
= 2. * R(I + 1,JI I ( OPHK I)
= DDERX +2. * R H-l, J) / (
= DDERX - 2. * R( I , J) / AA
. * R ( I , J ) * R ( I , J ) * R ( I , J ) * R( I
* R( I ,J) * R( I ,J ) * P( I , J ) * FF *
+ 2. * RU ,J> * R ( I , J ) / AA
- P(I ,J) * CC * DERX / AA
AU,J) = 2. * R(I.J) - DPHKI-1)
A(I,J) = A(I,J) * W * R(I,J) / (
8(!,J) = 2. * R(I,J) + DPHKI) *
6(1 ,J) = B( I,J) * W * RU.JI / (
R3 = R < I , J ) * R(I,J) * R(I,J)
* BB )
DcRX
0£P-Y DPSKJ) * EE ) ,
















F * DPHI(I) * BB )
DERX
F * OPHK 1-1) * BB »
CU , J) =
Cd ,J> =
L) < I , J ) =




2. * R(1,J ) + OPSKJ-1)
C(I,J I * W * R3 / ( F *
2. * R( I, J) - DPSKJ) *
D( I , J I * W * R3 / ( F *
( R(l ,J) * DDERX - 2. *
* DERY
DPSKJ) * EE )
DERY
OPSKJ-1 ) * EE )
DERX * DERX ) / f
- W
W P I T E ( 6 ) ( ( A ( I , J ) , I = 1 , M P 2 ) , J = 1 , N P 2 )
WRITE(8)((C(ItJ)»I=l,MP2),J=1,NP2)
WRITE(9)((0(1,J),I=1,MP2),J=1,NP2)



























































































































SUBROUTINE R r L A X
THIS SUBROUTINE R E L A X E S THE





DIMENSION DPHI (150),DPS I (150),S(150 ),SBAR(150),
1 S1(150),S2{150),SBAR1(150) , SBAR2t150),
2 PHI(150),PS I(150),RSLOTU(150),RSLOTL(150),
3 Q S L O T U ( 1 5 0 ) , Q S L O T L ( 1 5 0 ) , A S L O T U ( 1 5 0 I,
4 AS LOTH 150) , X S L O T U t 1 50 ) . XSLOTL ( 1 50 ) ,HEDR ( 15)
DIMENSION A ( 1 5 0 , 5 0 ) , B ( 1 5 0 , 5 0 » , C ( 1 5 0 , 5 0 ) , D ( 1 5 0 t 5 0 ) ,
1 E (150 ,50 ) ,0 (150 ,50 )
DOUBLE PRECIS ION P
INTEGER FLAG1 ,FLAG2 ,FLAGS,FLAG4 ,CASE,04TE1 ,DATE 2 , O A T E 3








O A T E 2 , O A T E 3 , C A S E , M X I D E , I C K O E , I P R D E , I M I N ,
I M A X , J M I N , J M A X , N U T , M , N , T O L D E . D E L . E P S ,
J T E R , I T E R , O P H I , D P S I , S , S B A R , R M U L T , S 1 , S 2 ,
S B A R l , S 3 A R 2 , M S T A G U , N S T A G U , M S L O T U t M S T A G L ,
NSTAGL,MSLQTL ,RADlN ,W,PHt ,PS I ,RSLQTU,
R S L O T L , Q S L O T U , Q S L O T L , A S L O T U , A S L O T L ,
X S L O T U , X S L O T L , G , M I D J , T O L S Y S
REWIND 4
R E W I N D 6
REWIND 7
REWIND 3
R E W I N D 9
R E W I N D 10
NP1 = N *
























R E A D ( 4 ) {
R E A D ( 6 ) ( ( A ( I
R ^ A D ( 7 ) ( ( B ( I








































rJ ) ,I=1,MP2),J = 1,NP2)
,J ) ,I = 1,MP2),J = 1,NP2)
,J) ,I = l,MP2),J=l,NP2)
,J ) ,I = 1,MP2),J=1,NP2)






































































R E L X
RELX




























JTtR = JTER * 1
RELAX LOWER PORTION FUR 2-0 ANO BELL
AND. FLAG3 .LE. 0) GO TO 30
•1,J)




Q(I,J) = AA + B8 + CC + DD «- EE
DELSTR = ABS(OLAST - 0(I,J))
IF (DELSTR .GT. DEL) DEL = OELSTR


















( F L A G 1 .LE. 0
10 J=3 ,MSTUM1
10 I= IM IN , IXAX
= A( I , J
= B( I , J
= C ( I , J
= D( I,J
= E( I , J





AA = A(I, J)
BB = B( I , J)
CC = C( l,J)
DD = 0( I,J)
EE = E( I,J)
QLAST = Q(I ,





+ G * 0( I,J)
r J )
«• BB + CC +
DELSTR = A8S(QLAST -





RELAX LOWER PORTION OF ANNULAR DIFFUSER
DO 40 J=3,NSTLM1
DO 40 I=IKIN,MSLLP1
AA = A( I, J) * 0(1+1, J)
BB = 8(1 ,J) * 0( 1-1, J)
CC = C( I,J) * 0(1 ,J + 1)
00= 0(1 ,J) * 0(1 , J-l)
EE = E ( I , J ) «• G * Q ( I , J)
O L A S T = Q ( I , J )
0( I , J) = AA + BB + CC + DO
D E L S T R = A B S ( Q L A S T - 0 ( I ,J i
IF ( D E L S T R .GT. DEL) DEL =
J = NSTAGL
DO 50 I = I M I N , M S T A G L
AA = A( I ,J) * Q( I«-1,J )
BB = 8( I ,J) * Q( 1-1 ,J)
CC = C( I , J) * Q< I , J+l)
DC = D( I , J) * 0( I, J-l )




Q(I,J) = AA + BO + CC + DD + EE
DELSTR = A8S(OLAST - 0(1,J))
IF (DELSTP .GT. DEL) DEL = DELSTR
00 60 I=MSTLP2,MSLLP1

































































































































RB = B( I , Jl * Q(I-1,J)
CC = C( I, J) * OSLUTLt 1 I
DD = D( !, Jl * Q(I,J-1)
EE = E( I, J) * G * Q< I, Jl
QLAST = 0(1 t Jl
Q( I , J) = AA 4- BB + CC 4- DO
OELSTR = ABSl.JLAST - Q(I,J
IF (DELSTR .GT. DELI DEL =
J = NSTAGL + 1
00 70 I=IMIN,MSTLM1
AA = A( I, Jl * Q( 14-1, J)
BB = B( I, J) * 0(1-1, J)
CC = C( I, J) * 0(1 , J4l)
OD = D( I, J) * Q(I , J-l)
E E = E ( I , J ) 4- G * Q ( I , J )
QLAST = Q(I ,JI
Q(I , Jl = AA 4- BB 4 CC 4- CD
OELSTR = ABS(QLAST - 0(I,J
IF ( DELSTR .GT. OEL 1 DEL =
J = NSTAGL + 2
DO 30 I=lMlN fMSTAGL
£ A = A(I,J) * Q < I 4 1 , J )
HB = B( I, Jl * Q( 1-1, Jl
CC = C< I,J> * Q(! ,J4-1)
DD = 0( I , J) * 0( I , J-l)
EE = E( I , J) •*• G * Q( I,J I
QLAST = Q(I ,JI
0(1 , J) -= AA 4- 88 4- CC 4- DO
DELSTR = A8S(QLAST - 0(I,J
IF (OELSTR .GT. DELI DEL =
DC 90 I =f STLP2 , IMAX
AA = A( I,JI * QU«-lt J»
'PB .= B( I, J) * 0(1-1, J 1
CC = C( It J) * 0(1 .J4-1I
00 = D( I , Jl * 0( I, J-l)
e e = E(i,j> 4- G * Qd,j)
QLAST = Q(l ,J)
Q( I , J) = AA 4- 3B 4- CC 4- DD
DELSTR = ABS (QLAST - Q(I,J
IF (DELSTR .GT. DtL ) DEL -
DC 100 I=IMIN, IMAX
OC 100 J=NSTLP3,NSTUM1
AA = A( I, J) * Ql 1+1 ,J)
38 = B( I, J) * Q( I-1,JI
CC = C( I , J) * 0( I.J4-1 )
"00 = D( I , J) * 0(1 , J-l)
t fc. = E(I,J) 4- G * 0(1, J I
QLAST = 0(1 ,J)
















DELSTR = ABSIOLAST -
IF (DELSTP .GT. DEL)
U(I,J)I
DEL = DELSTR
RELAX UPPER PORTION FOR ALL KINDS OF DIFFUSERS
J = NSTAGU































































































































































FE = E( I,J) + G * 0( I, J)
QLAST = Q(I,JI
Q(I,J) = AA + 86 + CC + DO + EE
OELSTR = ABS(OLAST - Q(I,J)>






AA = A( , J) * Q(H-1,J»
BB = B< , Jl * Q( 1-1, J)
CC = C( ,J) * 0(1, J+l)
00 = 0( ,J) * 0(1, J-l)
EE = E( ,J) + G * 0(1, J)
QLAST = Q(I , J)
0( I , J) = AA + BB + CC + DD
DELSTR = ABS(QLAST - 0(1, J
•IF (DELSTR .GT. DEL) DEL =
J = NSTAGU + 1
DO 140 I=IMIN, MSTUM1
AA = A(I.J) * Q< I + l.J)
BB =• B( I , J) * 0(1-1, J)
CC = C<I,J) * 0( I, J+l 1
DD = D( I,J) * 0(1 ,J-1)
EE = E( I, J) + G * Q( I , J I
QLAST = 0(1 ,J)
0( I , J) = A A + B3 + CC > DD
DELSTR = ABSCQLAST - QCI.J
IF (DELSTR .GT. DEL) DEL =
J = NSTAGU + 2
DO 150 =IMIN,MSTAGU
A A = AC , J) * Q( 1+1, J)
BB = B( , J) * G( I-1,J)
CC = C( ,J) * 0(1, J+l)
DO = 0( , J) * Q( I, J-l)
EF. = E( ,J) + G * Q(I,J)
QLAST = 0(1 ,J)
Q( I , J) = AA + BB + CC + DO
OELSTR = ABS(OLAST - O C I . J
IF (OELSTR .GT. DEL) DtL =
00 160 =MSTUP2,MSLUP1
AA = M , J * 0( 1+1, J )
BB = B( , J * G( 1-1 ,J)
CC = C< , J * Q( I, J+l)
DO = DC , J * OSLOTUI I )
EE = E( , J + G * Q( I ,J)
QLAST = Q( ,J)
t!( I ,J) = AA + BB + CC + DO
DELSTR = ABS(WLAST - Q(I,J
IF- (DELSTR .GT. OEL ) DEL =
•00 170 J=NSTUP3,N
00 17C I= 1 M I N , MSLUP1
AA = A(I,J) * Q(I+1,J)
BB = B< I, J) * OC I-l.J)
CC = C( I.J) * OCI ,J + 1 )
00 = D( I, J) * 0( I, J-l )
EE = E(I,J) + G * Q(I,J)
QLAST = Q( I , J)















OELSTR = ABSIOLAST - Q( I,J)






























































































































00 180 I=2 ,KSLUP1
Y3 = 0( I ,NP1)
Y2 = Q ( I , N )
Yl = Q( I .NMl )
01 = DPSKNM1)
02 = O P S I ( N )
DEP = ( Y3 - Y2 ) / ( 01 * 02 )




* ( Dl * D2 )
OER = OER - ( Y3 - Yl ) * 02 / (
QU,NP2) = Y2 + 2. * OER * 02
IF (FLAG1 .LE. 0 .AND. FLAG3 .LE. 0) GO TO 200
JOT = 2
DO 190 1=2,MP1
Q(t , 1) = Q( 1,3)








FLAG3 .GT. 0» GO TO 220




OER = DER - ( Y3





01 = DPMI(2 )
02 = DPMI(3)
OER = ( Y2 - Yl I
OER = OER - ( Y3






/ ( 01 * C2 »
01 * 02 * 02 * 02 )
* DER * 01
* ( 01 + 02 )
- Yl ) * Dl / (
* OER * 01
/ ( Dl * 02 )
















01 «• 02 J
OER = OER - ( Y3 - Yl ) * 02 / (
U(MP2,J) = Y2 + 2. * DER * 02
IF (FLAG1 .GT. 0 .OR. FLAG3 .GT.
00 250 J=2,NSTAGL
Q(MSLLP2,JI = Q(MSLOTL,J)
QSLOTLJMSLLP2) = OSLOTL ( MSLOTL )
00 270 J=NSTUP2,NP1
Q(MSLUP2,J) = Q(MSLOTU,J)
QSLOTU(MSLUP2) = OSLOTU ( MSLOTU )
IF (FLAG3 .LE. 0) GO TO 285
00 280 1=2, MP1





0(1, J ) = 0(3,J)
IF (FLAG2 .EQ.
/ ( Dl * 02 )
01 * 01 + Dl * 02 I









0) GO TO 310
) GO TO 295




































































300 Q(MP2,J) = Q(M,J»
GU TO 1000
31C IF (FLAG2 .EQ. 2 .OR. FLAG2 .EQ. 4) GO TO 325
00 320 J=2,NP1
32C Q(l,J) = 0(3iJ)
325 IF (FLAG2 .EQ. 3 .OR. FLAG2 .EQ. 4) GO TO 1000
00 330 J=NSTLP2,NSTAGU
33C Q(MP2fJ) = Q(M,J)
1000 CONTINUE
CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE
IF (DEL .LE. TOLDE) GO TO 4000
IF (JTER .LT. II*IPROE) GO TO 3000





1010 Q(I,J) = DEXP(P)
WRITE(3,1020IHEOR,DATE1,DATE2,DATE3,CASE






1030 FORMAT(///T1,«OVELOCITY THROUGHOUT OIFFUSER - NOZZLE',





















1070 Q(I,J) = DLCG(P)
DO 1075 I=2,MP1
P = QSLOTLU )
QSLOTHI» = DEXP(P)
P = QSLOTU(I)
1075 QSLCiTUl I ) = OEXP(PI
OUTPUT 0 VALUES ALONG THE SLOT INNER WALLS
WRITE{3,1020»HEOR,DATE1,OATE2,OATE3,CASE
WRITE(3,10801 ITER,JTER,EPS,DEL
1080 FORMAT(///T1,'OVELOCITY INSIDE OF SLOTS',
!T46,«rTER = ',T53,I4,T61,'JTER = ',T68,I 4,T76,'EPS =




























































































































3 ' P S I • I
W R I T E (3,1040) I PHI( IP) , IP=2,MP1)
IF ( F L A G 1 .GT. 0 .OR. FLAG3 .GT. 0) GO TO 1100
W R I T E (3 , 10901
1090 F G R M A T ( / / / T 2 , ' LOWER S L O T 1 )
W R I T E ( 3 , 1 G 6 0 ) P S I ( N S T L P 1 > , ( Q S L O T L l I ) , I = 2,MP1 )
HOC W R I T E ( 3 , 1 1 1 0 )
1110 F Q R M A T ( / / / T 2 , 'UPPER S L O T * )
W R I T E ( 3 , 1 0 6 0 ) P S K N S T U P 1 ) , (QSLOTU( I I , I=2,MP1)







DO 1120 1=2, MP1
P = QSLOTL(I)
QSLOTL(I) = l)LOG(P)
P = CSLOTUl I)
1120 QSLOTUUI = DLOG(P)
3000 .CQNT INUE
4000 REWIND 4




. THIS SUBROUTINE.COMPUTES-ALPHA , R AND X ARRAYS
AND COMPUTES THE CHANGE OF THE '« ARRAY FROM THE
PREVIOUS ITERATION FOR AXISYMMETRIC COMPUTATIONS
SUBROUTINE PART2
DIMENSION DX(150), ESIMPJ150>,FSIMPU50),GSIMP(150),
1 GRANDU50) ,GIFT(150) ,PHI( 150) ,PSH150),
2 . DPSIl150),OPHI(150),S(150),SBAR(150),
3 SI (150) ,SRAR1(150) ,S2< 150) .SBAR2U50) ,
4 HEOR( 15),,EPHI (150),FPHI( 150),GPHi( 150),




1 R1(150,50I - ,
DOUBLE PRECISION P . . . .
INTEGER FLAG1,FLAG2,FLAG3,FLAG4,CASE,DATE1,DATE2,DATE3



























R c W I N 0
N M 1 = N















































































































MP1 = M + 1
NP2 = N + 2
MP2 = M + 2
NM2 = N - 2
MM2 = M - 2
rtSTUKl = M S T A G U -
MSTUP1 = M S T A G U +
MSTUP2 = M S T A G U «•
MSTUP3 = MSTAGU +
MSTLM1 = MSTAGL -
MSTLP1 = MSTAGL *
MSTLP2 = MSTAGL +
M S T L P 3 = MSTAGL +
«SLUP1 = MSLOTU *
PSLLP1 = MSLOTL +
.NSTUP1 = N S T A G U +
NSTUP2 = NSTAGU +
NSTLP1 = NSTAGL «•
NSTLP2 = NSTAGL +
R E A O ( 4 ) ( (0( I,J ) ,1
R E A D ( 5 » ( ( R ( I , J ) ,1
P E A D ( 1 2 ) ( (X( I, J),













1 • - , • • •
2
=1,MP2) ,J=1,NP2)
= 1,MP.2> ,J = l ,NP2)
I= l ,MP2) f J=1,NP2) - .




DO 5 I = 1 , M P 1
ASLOTUm = 1.0
5 ' A S L O T L ( I ) = 1.0
..00 10 I = 2 , M M 1
E S I M P ( I ) = EPHIU)
F S I M P ( I ) = F P H 1 ( 1 1
1C ,GSIMP( I ) = GPHI (I )
. K = 2
. .IF ( F L A G 1 .LE. 0 .
' ' J = K
01 = O P S U J - 1 )
02 = O P S K J )
-DO ?.0 1=2,MP1
OE« =01 * Q(I ,J + 1) / ( D2 * 01
OER = DER - 02 * Q( I , J -1 ) / ( 01
' OER = U E R - ( 01 - 02 ) * Q ( I , J )
2C GR\ .MO( I ) = R(I ,J) * OER
I M I N S I = 2
I M A X S I = MP1
00 30 I = 2, ".PI
30 OX( I ) = DPHKI )
C A L L S IMP
OC 40 I=2 ,MP1
4C A L P H A ( I , J ) = G IFT( I )
COMPUTE ALPHA INTEGRANDS AND STORE THEM IN RI
AND. FLAG3 .LE. 0) K = .MIDJ *• 1
i- 02 * 02 )
* 01 * 01 * 02
/< 01 * 02 I
JOT = 2
IF ( P L A G 3 .GT.
DO 70 1=2 , MP1
01 = O P H I ( I -II
02 = O P H I ( I )
DO 70 J=JCT,NP1
0 ) J O T = 3
OEft = 01 0 ( 1 * 1 , J» / ( 02 * 01 *


































































































































02 * 02 I
* 01 «• 01 * 02
/ ( Dl * D2 )
* 02 * 02 )
* 01 + 01 * 02
/ ( Dl * 02 »
,J) ) * Rl(I,J)
OER - DER - ( 01 - D2 )
Rl< I ,J) = - DER / Rd, J)
DER = 01 * Rd+ltJ) / { 02 * 01
OER = OER - 02 * R(I-l tJ) / ( 01
OER = OER - ( 01-02 ) * Rd,J)
70 Kld.J) = - DER / ( R(I,J) * Rd,J) I + Rld,J)
IF (FLAG3 .LE. 0) GO TO 60
DO 50 1=2,MP1
50 Rl(I ,2) = 0.0
60 CONTINUE




02 = DPHI(I )
OER = ( Q(I,J) - Qd-l,JI ) / 01
Rl( I ,J) = - DER / Rd,J»
DER = 01 * RU+ltJ) / ( 02 * 01 i
OER = DER - 02 * R(I-1,J) / ( 01
DER = OER - < 01 - 02 ) * Rd,J)





DER = ( Qd+ltJ) - Qd,J) ) / 02
RH I ,J> = - DER / Rd,J)
OER = 01 * Rd+ltJ) / ( 02 * 01
OER = OER - 02 * Pd-l,J) / ( 01
OER = DER - ( 01 - 02 ) * R(I,J)
R'ldtJ) = ~ DER / ( R(I,J) * Rd




02 = OPHI(I I
DER = ( Q(I,J) - Qd-ltJ) ) / 01
Rid ,J) = - DER / Rd,J)
DER = Dl * Rd+l,J) / ( 02 * 01 -i
OER = OER - 02 * R(I-l.J) / < Dl
DER = DER - ( 01 - 02 > * R(I,J)




D2 = DPHUI }
DER = ( Qd+l,J) - Qd,J) » / 02
Rid tJ) = - DER / R( I, J )
DER = Dl * Rd+ltJ) / ( D2 * 01
OER -= DER - 02 * RJI-l.J) / ( 01
OER = DER - < 01 - 02 ) * P(I,J)
R1(I,J) = - OER / ( Rd,J) * R(I
80 DO 90 J=2,NM1
ESIMP(J) = EPSIU)
FSIMP(J) = FPSKJ)
90 GSIMP(J) = GPSI(J)
00 100 J=2,NPl
100 OX(J) = DPSI(J )
02 * D2 )
* 01 * 01 * 02
/( 01 * 02 I
FLAG3 .GT. 0 I GO TO 80
* 02 * 02 I
* 01 * 01 * 02
/ ( Dl .* 02 )
,J) ) + Rl( ItJ)
02 * 02 )
* 01 > 01 * 02 )








































































I MAX SI = NP1
DC 120 1=2, MP1
DO 110 J=K,NP1
GRAND( J) = R1U ,J>
IF (I .GT. MSTUP1) GRAND(NSTUP2) = GRAND (NSTAGU)
CALL SIMP
TEMP = ALPHAU ,K)
DO 120 J=K,NP1
ALPHAd.J) = GIFT(J) «• TEMP
COMPUTE ALPHAS IN UPPER SLOT
00 150 1=2, MM1
ESIMP( I ) = EPHI (I )
FSIMP(I) = FPHim
GSIMPd ) = GPHKI }
DO 160 1=2, MP1
DX( I ) = DPHIU )
IMINSI = MS TUMI
IMAXSI = MSLUP1
J = NP1
01 = DPS! (N)
02 = Dl
DO 170 I=MSTUM1,MSLUP1
OEP = 01 * a(I,J-H) / ( D2 * 01
OER = DER - 02 * Q(I,J-1) / ( 01
DER = D6R - ( 01 - 02 ) * 0(1, J)
GRANOd) = R(I,J) * DER
CALL SIMP
00 180 I=MSTAGU,MSLUP1
ALPHAU, J) = ALPHA(MSTUMl.J) + GIFT(I)
1 = MSTUP2
J = NSTUP1
Di = DPMI (1-1)
02 = DPMI (I )
DER = (QSLOTU(H-l) - QSLOTU( I ) ) / 02
R1(I,J» = - OER / RSLOTU(I)
DER = 01 * RSLOTUd+1) / < 02 * Dl * 02 * 02 )
DER = D£R - 02 * RSLOTU(I-l) / ( Dl * 01 «• Dl * 02 ) .
DER = DER - ( Dl - 02 ) * RSLOTU( I > / ( 01 * 02 )
RKI.J) = - OER / ( RSLOTU(I) * RSLOTU( I » ) + Rld,J)
DO 190 I = MSTUf>3,MSLUPl
Dl = DPHKI-1)
02 = O P H K I )
DER = Dl * QSLOTUd + 1) / < 02 * Dl «• 02 * 02 )
OER = DER - 02 * QSLOTU(I-l) / ( Dl * 01 * 01 *
OER = DER - ( 01 - 02 ) * USLOTU( I I / ( 01 * 02
Rid ,J) = - OER / RSLOTUd )
OER = 01 * RSLOTU(U l ) / ( 02 * 0 1
OER = DER - 02 * RSLOTU( I - l ) / < Dl




02 * 02 )
* 01 * Dl *




02 * 02 )
* 01 + 01 *
















































































































































210 G R A N D ( J ) = R l ( I ,J )
CALL SIMP
TEMP = ALPHAd ,NP1) - GIFT(NPl )
00 215 J=NSTUP2,NP1
'215 A L P H A d , J ) = G I F T ( J ) + TEMP
220 ASLOTUm = G IFT(NSTUP l ) * TEMP
1 = MSTUP1
J = NSTUP1
ALPHAd ,J) = ASLCTUU »
COMPUTE ALPHAS IN LOWER PORTION OF OIFFUSER
IF ( FLAG1 .GT. 0 .OR. FLAG3 .GT. 0 ) GD TO 400
00 240 I = 2 f M S T A G L
DO 230 J = 2,K
230 G R A N D ( J ) = R l ( I ,J )




TEMP = A L P H A d , K ) - G I F T ( K )
00 240 J=2,KM1
240 A L P H A d , J ) = G I F T ( J ) + TEMP
1 = MSTLP1 . •
DO ?60 J=NSTLP2,K
26C G R A N O ( J ) = Rl( I,J)
IMINSI = NSTLP2
I M A X S I = K
C A L L SIMP
TEMP = A L P H A d , K ) - G I F T ( K )
DO 270 J=NSTLP2,KMl
270 A L P H A d , J » - G I F T ( J ) «• TEMP
IKINSI = NSTLP1
I M A X S I = K
DO 300 I=MSTLP2,MP1
00 290 J=NSTLP1,K
29C GRANDJJ) = Rl( I ,J)
CALL SIMP
TEMP = A L P H A d , K ) - GIFTIKJ
00 300 J=NSTLP1,KM1
300 ALPHA(I,J» = GIFT(J) + TEMP
COMPUTE ALPHAS INSIDE LOWER SLOT
DO 310 I=2,MM1
E SIMP(I » = E PH I (I )
FSIMP( I ) = FPHU I )
31C G S I M P ( I ) = GPHI (I)
DU 320 1=2,MP1

































































































































DER = DER - 02 * Q(I,J-1I / ( 01 * 01 «• 01 * 02
OEH = DER - ( 01 - U2 ) * «(I,J) / < 01 * 02 )
330 GRANOU) = R t l f J ) * DER
CALL SIMP
00 340 I=MSTAGL,MSLLP1
340 A L P H A ( I , J ) = A L P H A ( M S T L M l , J ) + G I F T ( I )
1 = MSTLP2
J = NSTUP1
01 = OPHK 1-1)
02 = DPHI(I)
DEP = < QSLOTLU+1) - Q S L O T H I ) ) / 02
. PK1 tJ) = - DER / RSLOTLU)
DER = 01 * RSLOTLU+U / ( D2 * 01.* 02 * 02 )
OER - DER - 02 * RSLOTLU-1> / { 01 * L)l + 01 *
OER = OER - ( 01 - 02 ) * R S L O T L ( I ) / ( 01 * 02
02
)
R U I t J ) = - DER / ( R S L O T L ( I ) * RSLCTLUI ) «- RHI tJ )
.DO 350 I=MSTLP3,MSLLP1
01 = D P H I (1-1)
02 = D P H I ( I )
OER - Dl * Q S L O T L ( H - l ) / ( 02 * 01
.OER = DER - 02 •* QSLOTL( I - l ) / ( Dl
OEH = OER - ( 01 - 02 ) * O S L Q T L ( I )
RHI t J) = - DER / RSLOTLU )
OEP = 01 * RSLOTLU + l) /( 02 * 01
OER = DER - 02 * R S L O T L ( I - l ) / ( 01
OER = DER - ( 01 - 02 ) * R S L U T L ( I )
02 * 02 )
* 01 «• Dl *
/ ( Dl * 02
02 * 02 )
* 01 + Dl *








Rl( I tJI =• - DER
00 360 J=2 f NMl
ESIMP(J ) = EPSKJ)
FSIt fPU) = F P S I ( J )
G S I M P ( J ) .= G P S K J )
.00 370 J=2,N
DX( J) = OPSKJ )
, I MI MS I = 2
•; I.MAX SI = MSTLP1
,'CC 390 "l = M S T A
DO 330 J=2 ,NSTLP1
; • 3 8 0 G R A N D J J ) = R l ( 1 , J )
C A L L SIMP
. - 0 0 3 8 5 J = 3 , N S T A G L
4 L P H A ( I , J ) = A L P H A ( I , 2 » +
A S L O T L ( I > = G I F T ( N S T L P l )
1 ^ WSTAGL
J = NSTLP1
A L P H A d , J) = ASLOTH I >
A L P H A ( I * 1 , J » = A L P H A ( I . J )
CONTINUE













410 GSIMPCJI = GPSI(J)
DO 420 J=2,N
420 OX( J) = DPSKJ I
IMINSI = 2
1 MAX SI = NP1
IF (RAO IN .GT. 0.0) R(2,2) = RAOIN





































































































































































RAT = ABS( GIFTIJ) / DIV
R(2,J» = ( RAT »**POW
R<2,2) * R<2,2) )




GSIMPU ) = GPHI(I)
DO 460 1=2,M
OX( I ) = DPHKI )
IMINSI = 2




GRAND(l) = SIN(ALPHA<I,J)) / DEXP(P)
CALL SIMP
DO 480 1=3,MP1
RU ,J) - R«2,J) + GIFTU)












GRANDU) = 2. * COS( ALPHA( I,JM / OEXP(P»
IF (I .GT. MSTUP1) GRANO«NSTUP2) = GRAND(NSTAGU)
CALL SIMP
KP1 = K * 1
DO 520 J= KP1.NP1
RAT = ABS( GIFTIJ) / DIV * R(I,K) * R(I,K) )
R(I,J» = ( RAT )**POW
COMPUTE R COORDINATES INSIDE UPPER SLOT
DO 570 1=2,MM1
ESIMP(I) = EPHHI)
FSIMPd ) = FPHKI )
GSIMP(I) = GPHKI)
DO 580 1=2,M
DX( I ) = DPHK I )





































































































































P = 0(1 i J)
GRANO(I) = SIN(ALPHA< I,J>) / OEXP(P)
CALL SIMP
DO 600 I=MSTAGU,MSLUP1












GRAND(J) = 2. * COS(ALPHA(I,J) ) / DEXP(P)





R(I,J) = ( ABS( GIFT(JI + TEMP I )**.5
RSLOTUU) = ( ABS( GIFT(NSTUPl) + TEMP
IF (FLAG1 .LE. 0) GO TO 650
TEMP = RUfNPl) - GIFT(NPl) / 2.
DO 640 J=NSTUP2tN
R(I,J) = GIFT! J» / 2. + TEMP




P = Q( I-l.J)








2. * COS ( ASLOTUl I ) ) / DEXP(P)
* RUiNPl) - GIFT(NPl)
) )**.5
* DPHI(I-l) / DEXP(P)
COMPUTE R OVER LOWER PORTION OF DIFFUSER








TEMP = R(I,K) * R<I,K) - GIFT(K)
DO 660 J=2,KM1







































































































































63C R ( I , J ) = ( A B S < G I F T ( J ) + TEMP ) )**.5
690 CONTINUE
00 7C2 I=MSTLP2,MP1
DO 6<35 J = NSTLP1,K
P = Q ( I , J )




TEMP = R ( I , K » * R ( I ,K ) - GIFT(K)
DO 697 J=NSTLP1,KM1
697 R( I , J ) = ( A 8 S ( G I F T ( J ) + TEMP ) I**.5
702 CONTINUE
COMPUTE R INSIDE LOWER SLOTS
00 740 1=2,MM1
ESIMPU ) = EPHIU)
FSlMPi H = FPHKM
740 GSIMPd ) = GPHI( I )
DO 750 1=2,M
75C D X ( I > = OPHICI )
DO 760 I=MSTLM1,MSLLP1
P = Q ( I , 2 )
76C G R A N D ( I ) = S I N ( A L P H A ( I , 2 ) ) / O E X P ( P )
IMINSI = MSTLM1
I M A X S I = KSLLP1
CALL SIMP
DO 770 I=MSTAGL,MSLLP1
77C R ( I , 2 > = R ( M S T L M 1 , 2 I + GIFTU1
DO 780 J=2,NM1
ESIMPU) = EPSKJ )
FS IMP(J ) = F P S K J )
78C G S I M P ( J ) = GPSI (J )
DO 790 J=2,N
79C DX( J) = DPSKJ »




P = Q( I ,J )
800 G R A N O ( J ) = 2. * COS ( ALPHAU , J ) ) / D E X P I P )
P = OSLOTL(I )
GRAND(NSTLPl) = 2. * COS<ASLGTL(I)) / DEXP(P)
CALL SIMP
DO 810 J=3,NSTAGL
RAT = A B S t G I F T ( J ) * R ( I , 2 ) * R ( I , 2 ) »
81C R ( I , J ) = ( RAT )**.5
RAT = A B S < G IFT (NSTLP l ) + R ( I , 2 ) * R ( I , 2 ) )
R S L O T L ( I ) = ( RAT )**.5
IF (FLAG1 .GT. 0) GO TO 830
DO 820 J=3,NSTAGL
82C P(I,J) = R(I,2> + GIFT(J) / 2.




P = QU-1,J >





















































































































































EPSTR = ABS(R1(I,J) - R(t,J)»
IF (EPSTR .LE. EPS) GO TO 845
EPS = EPSTR
CONTINUE




IF ( ITER .LT. MXISYS .AND. EPS .GT. TOLSYS) GO TO 3000
DO 848 1=1,MP1











IF (FLAG3 .GT. 0) JOT = 3
DO 870 J=JOT,NP1
P = 0(2,J) ,
GRAND(J) = - SIN(ALPHA(2,J)» / DEXP(P)
IF (FLAG1 .LE. 0) GRAND(J) = GRAND(J) / R(2,J)









GSIMPd = GPHI( I )
DO 900 =2,M
DX( I ) = OPHKI )
I M I N S I = 2
I M A X S I = MP1
J = K
DO 910 1=2,MP1
P = 0 (1 ,J )
G R A N D ( I ) = C O S ( A L P H A ( I , J) ) / D E X P ( P )
CALL SIMP
DO 920 1=3,MP1
X ( I , J ) = X ( 2 , J ) * G I F T ( I )





























































































































930 GSIMP(J) = GPSI(Jl
00 940 J=2fN
<54C OX( J) = DPSKJ )
IMINSI = K
IMAX S t = NP1
JET = K







IF ( I .GT.
CALL SIMP
KP1 = K + 1
00 960 J=KP1,NP1
960 X<I,J) = X( I,K) «•
JET = 3
- SIN(ALPHA( I, J|) / DEXP(P)
LE. 0) GRAND(J) = GRAND(J) / RU,J)
GT. 01 GRAND12) = 0.0





COMPUTE X COORDINATES INSIDE UPPER SLOT
DO 990 1=2,MM1
ESIMPU) = EPHKI)
FSIMPU ) = FPHIU)
99C G S I M P ( I ) = GPHI( I )
DO 1000 1=2,M






1010 GRAND(I) = CQS(ALPHA( I,J) ) / OEXP(P)
CALL SIMP
' 00 1020 I=MSTAGU,MSLUP1
1020 X( I ,J ) = X(MSTUM1,J) + GIFT(I)
DO 1030 J=2,NM1
E S I M P ( J ) = EPSKJ )
FSIMPU) = F P S I ( J )
1030 G S I M P ( J ) = G P S K J )
DO 1035 J=2,N
1035 OX( J) = DPSIU )
IMINSI = NSTUP1




G R A N O ( J ) = - S I N ( A L P H A ( I,J) ) / D E X P ( P )
1040 IF ( F L A G 1 .LE. 0) G R A N D ( J ) = G R A N D ( J ) / RU,J)
P = Q S L O T U ( I )
GRAND(NSTUPl) = -
IF ( FLAG1 .LE. 0
IRSLOTUd )
CALL SIMP
TEMP = X(I,NP1) - GIFT(NPl)
DO 1050 J=NSTUP2,N
1050 X ( I , J ) = G I F T ( J ) + TEMP











































































































































P = 0(1-1, J)
X(I,J) = XJI-l.J) + COS(ALPHA(I-1,J) » * DPHIU-1) / DEXPtPI
COMPUTE X OVER LOWER PORTION OF DIFFUSER
IF ( FLAG1 .GT. 0 .OR. FLAG3 .GT. 0) GC TO 3000
DO 1070 I=2,MSTAGL
DO 1065 J=2,K
P = 0(1, J)




TEMP = X( I,KI - GIFT(K)
DO 1070 J=2,KMl
107C X(I ,J) = GIFT( J) + TEMP
I = MSTLP1
DO 1075 J =NSTLP2,NP1
P = 0(1 ,J)




TEMP = X( I ,K) - G I F T ( K )
00 1080 J=NSTLP2,KM1
108C X ( I , J ) = GIFT(J) * TEMP
00 1090 I=MSTLP2,MP1
DO 1085 J=NSTLP1»K
P = Q(I ,J)
1085 G R A N D ( J ) ^ - S IN( ALPHA ( I , J ) » / ( D E X P ( P ) * R ( I , J ) )
IMINSI = N S T L PI
IMAXSI = K
CALL SIMP
TEMP = X( I ,K) - G I F T ( K )
DO 1090 J=NSTLP1,KM1
109C X( I ,J) = G IFT ( J) + TEMP
COMPUTE X INSIDE LOWER SLOTS
DO 1120 1 = 2, MM1
ESIMPU ) = EPHKII
F S I M P U I =" F P H H I I
112C G S I M P ( I ) = -GPHI (I )
DO 1130 1=2, M
1130 DX( I ) = D P H K I )
00 1140 I=MSTLM1,MSLLP1
P = 0 (1 ,2 )
1140 G R A N D ( I ) = C O S ( A L P H A ( 1,2) ) / O E X P ( P )
IMINSI = MSTLM1













= F P S K J )
= G P S K J )
J=2,N .































































































































G R A N O ( J ) = - S I N ( A L P H A ( I , J ) ) / D E X P ( P )
118C IF (FLAG1 .LE. 0) GRANDU) = GRAND(J) / R( I , J )
P = QSLOTL( I )
GRAND(NSTLPl) = - S IN(ASLOTL(I)) / DEXP(P)




1190 X ( I t J ) = X ( I , 2 ) + G IFT (J )
1200 X S L O T L ( I ) = X ( I , 2 I * GIFT(NSTLPl )
1210 I = KSTLP1
J = NSTLP1
P = Q(I-1,J)
X(I,J) = X( 1-1 ,J)
3000 CONTINUE






C O S ( A L P H A ( 1-1, J») * DPHKI-1) / D E X P C P 1
XSLOTU(MSTUP l )
A S L O T L ( M S T L P l )
RSLOTL(MSTLPl )




SET UP BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR NEXT ITERATION
AND. FLAG3 .LE. 0) IOT = MSLLP1
IOT = MP1
IF (FLAG1 .LE. 0






DER = ( Y2 - Yl ) * ( 01 + 02 > / < Dl * 02 »
OER = DER - ( Y3 - Yl ) * Dl / ( 01 * 02 * 02 * D2 )
2010 RU.l) = Y2 - 2. * OER * 01
IOT = MSLUP1




01 = OPSI (NMD
02 = DPSKNI
OER = ( Y3 - Y2 ) * ( Dl * 02 ) / ( 01 * D2 )
DER = OER - ( Y3 - Yl I * 02 / ( D1 * Dl * 01 * 02 )







DER = ( Y2 - Yl ) * ( 01 «• 02 ) / ( 01 * D2 )
DER = OER - < Y3 - Yl ) * 01 /
203C R(1,J) = Y2 - 2. * DER * 01
DO 2035 ,J = 2,NP1
Y3 = P(MP1,J)
































































































































DF.R = ( Y3 - Y2 ) * ( 01 + 02 1 / (
OER = DER - ( Y3 - Yl I * 02 / ( 01
2035 R(MP2tJ) = Y2 + 2. * OER * 02
IF (FLAG2 .LE. 0) GO TO 2050
00 2040 J=2,NP1
R (1, J ) - R < 3 , J )










IF (FLAG1 .LE. 0) WRITE(3,2060IITER,JTER,EPS,DEL
2060 FORMAT(/T2, ' ITER = • , T9 , 15 , T25 , • JTER =. ' , T32, I 5 , T50,
1'EPS = ',T56,E13.6,T75,'DEL = ',T80,E13.6)




IF (FLAG3 .LE. 0) GO
TOLSYS ..GT.
= 2
•- NSTAGU - 1
= 2






AND. ITER .LT. MXISYS) GO TO 2130
»**2.










207C DX(J) = SQRT( ( ABS( X(I.J-H) -
1* ( ABS( R(
CALL SETUP
NSTUP1 = NSTAGU *
00 2080 J=2,NSrtJPl
208C GRANDU1 = R( I ,J)
CALL SIMP
ERR = A B S ( PSI (NSTUPl ) - G I F T ( N S T U P l ) )
IF ( ERR .GT. ERROR ) FMC = G I F T ( N S T U P i l
2090 IF ( ERR .GT. ERROR ) ERROR = ERR
PCE = 100. * ERROR / PSKNSTUPU
W R I T E ( 3 , 2 1 0 0 ) H E D R , D A T E 1 , D A T E 2 , D A T E 3 , C A S E
2100 F U R M A T ( 1 H 1 / / T 5 7 , ' C L E M S O N U N I V E R S I T Y ' , / / T 4 9 , ' M E C H A N I C A L
ING D E P A R T M E N T ' , / / / T 2 , 1 5 A 4 , T 6 4 , I 2 , T 6 6 , ' / ' , T 6 7 , I2.T69, ' / '
2 T 7 6 , ' C A S E NO. ' , T 8 7 , I 4 / / / )
W R I T E ( 3 , 2 1 1 0 )
2110 FORMAT(T2,'THE ACCURACY OF THE SOLUTION FOR THE1,













W R I T E d D l ( A L P H A ( I ,J) , I = 1,MP2) ,J=1,NP2)












































































THIS SUBROUTINE PROVIDES PRINTER OUTPUT OF THE
RESULTS OF THE MAIN PROGRAM
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT
DIMENSION D X ( 1 5 0 ) , E S I M P ( 1 5 0 ) , F S I M P ( 1 5 0 ) , G S I M P ( 150),
1 G R A N D ( 1 5 0 ) , G I F T ( 1 5 0 ) , P H I ( 1 5 0 ) , P S I ( 150) ,
DP S I ( 1 5 0 ) , O P H I ( 1 5 0 ) , S ( 1 5 0 1 , S B A R ( 1501 ,
SI (150) , SB ARK 150), 5 2 ( 1 5 0 ) ,SBAR2( 150),
H E O R ( 1 5 ) , E P H 1 ( 1 5 0 ) , F P H I ( 1 5 0 ) , G P H I ( 1 5 0 ) ,
E P S K 1 5 0 ) , A S L O T L ( 1 5 0 ) , X S L O T U ( 1 5 0 ) , X S L O T L ( 1 5 0 )
,FPS I ( 1 5 0 ) , G P S I ( 1 5 0 ) , R S L O T U ( 1 5 0 ) , R S L O T L ( 1 5 0 ) ,
QSLOTUdSO) ,USLOTL( 1 50 ) , ASLOTU( 1 50 )
DIMENSION Q ( 1 5 0 , 5 0 ) , R ( 1 5 0 , 5 0 » , X ( I 5 0 , 5 0 ) , A L P H A ( 1 5 0 , 5 0 )
DOUBLE PRECISION P
INTEGER FLAG1,FLAG2,FLAG3,FLAG4,CASE,DATE 1,DATE2,DATE3
COMMON / C2 / F L A G 1 , F L A G 2 , F L A G 3 , F L A G 4 , H E O R , O A T E 1 , D A T E 2
1 , O A T E 3 , C A S E , M X IDE,1CKDE,IPRDE,IMIN,I M A X ,
2 JMIN ,JMAX,NUT,M,N ,TOLOE,DEL ,EPS,JTER,
3 I T E R . D P H I , D P S I , S , S B A R , R M U L T , S 1 , S 2 , S B A R 1 ,
4 SBAR2,MSTAGU,NSTAGU,MSLOTU,MSTAGL,NSTAGL
5 , M S L O T L , R A O I N , W , P H I , P S I , R S L O T U , R S L O T L ,
6 QSLOTU,QSLOTL,ASLOTU,ASLOTL,XSLOTU,
7 XSLOTL.G.MIDJ

















R E A D ( 4 ) ( ( 0 ( I, J ),! = ! ,MP2),J = 1,NP2)
R E A D ( 5 ) ( ( R ( I , J ) , I=1,MP2),J=1,NP2)
READ (UK ( A L P H A ! I , J ) , I = 1, MP2 ) ,J = 1,NP2)
READ(12 I ( ( X ( I , J ) , I = l ,MP2),J = i,NP2)
IF (NUT .EQ. 1) GO TO 1000
00 10 1=2,MP1
DO 10 J=2,NP1
P = 0( I ,J)
10 Q ( I , J ) = D E X P ( P )
0(MSTUP1,NSTUP1) = 0.0
Q(MSTLP1 ,NSTLP1) = 0.0
OUTPUT Q A R R A Y
W R I T E ( 3 , 2 0 ) H E D R , O A T E 1 , D A T E 2 . D A T E 3 . C A S E
















































































































































1'MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT1,///T2,15A4,T64, ' OUT 61
212,T66,•/•,T67,12,169,'/•,T70,12,776,'CASE NO. ', OUT 62
3T87.I4) OUT 63
WRITE(3,30»ITER,JTER,EPS,DEL OUT 64
3C FQRMAT(///T1,'OVELOCITY THROUGHOUT DIFFUSER', OUT 65
1T46,'ITER = • ,T53, I4.T61,' JTER = •,T68,14,T76,'EPS = • OUT 66
2,T82,E13.6,T99,'DEL = •,T 1C 5,E13.6,///T7,«PHI•,T66, OUT 67
3'PSI'I OUT 68
WRITE(3,40) (PSI(IP),IP=2,NP1) OUT 69
40 FGP.MATC / / ( 13X , 5 (7X ,E13 .6 ) ) ) OUT 70
00 50 1=2,MP1 OUT 71
50 W R I T E ( 3 , 6 0 ) P H I ( I ) , < Q < I , J ) , J = 2 , N P 1 ) OUT 72
toO F O R M A T ( / / 1 X , E 1 3 . 6 , 5 ( 7 X , E 1 3 . 6 ) , / < 1 4 X ,5<7X,E l 3 .6 ) ) ) OUT 73
C OUT 74
C CHANGE Q BACK TO LOGARITHMIC FORM OUT 75
C OUT 76
Q(MSTUP1,NSTUP1) = 1.0 OUT 77
Q(KSTLPl,NSTLPl)-= 1.0 OUT 78
00 70 1=2,MP1 OUT 79
00 70 J=2,NP1 OUT 80
P = Q( I,J) OUT 81
70 Q(I,J) = DLOG(P) OUT 82
C OUT 83
C OUTPUT VELOCITY IN SLOTS OUT 84
C OUT 85
DO 75 1=2,MP1 OUT 86
P = QSLOTL(I) OUT 87
QSLOTL(I) = OEXPtP) OUT 88
P = QSLOTUlII • OUT 89
75 QSLOTUm = DEXP(P) OUT 90
QSLOTU(MSTUP1» = 0.0 , OUT 91
QSLOTL(MSTLPl) = 0.0 OUT 92
WRITE(3,20)HEDR,DATE1,DATE2,DATE3,CASE . OUT 93
WRITE(3,80)ITER,JTER,EPS,DEL OUT 94
80 FORMATI///T2,1VELOCITY INSIDE SLOTS',T46, OUT 95
1'ITEP = « ,T53,I4,T61,«JTER = «,T68,14,T76,'EPS = «, OUT 96
2T82,E13.6,T99,'DEL = •,T105,E13.6,///T7,•PSI',T66, OUT 97
3'PHI') OUT 98
WRITE(3,40) (PHK I P ) , I P = 2 , MP1) OUT 99
IF (FLAG1 .GT. 0 .OR. FLAG3 .GT. 0) GO TO 90 . OUT 100
WRITE(3,85) OUT 101
85 FORMAT(///T2,1LOWER SLGT'I OUT 102
wRITE(3,60)PSI(NSTLP1),(OSLOTL(IP),IP=2,MP1) OUT 103
9C WRITE(3,100) OUT 104
100 FORMAT(///T2,'UPPER SLOT') OUT 105
WRITE(3,60)PSI(NSTUPl),(OSLOTU(IP),IP=2,MPU OUT 106
OSLOTU(MSTUPl) = 1.0 OUT 107
QSLOTL(MSTLPl) = 1.0 OUT 108
00 105 1=2,NP1 OUT 109
P = QSLOTL(I) OUT 110
QSLCTim = DLOG(P) . OUT 111
P = QSLOTUtI) OUT 112
105 QSLGTU(I) =. DLOG(P) OUT 113
C OUT 114
C OUTPUT OF R-COORDINATES ( Y-COORDINATES FOR 2-0 ) - OUT 115
C OUT 116
1000 WRITE(3,20)HEDR,DATEl,DATE2,DArE3,CASE . OUT 117
WRITE(3,110) ITER,JTER,EPS, DEL OUT 118
110 FOPMAT(///T1,'OR - COORDINATES ( UNTRANSFORMED )', OUT 119
1T46,'ITER = ',T53,I4,T61,«JTER = •,T68,14,T76,'EPS = ' OUT 120
81
2,T82,E13.6,T99,'DEL = • ,T105,E13.6,///T7,•PHI V, T66, OUT 121
3«PSI • ) . . OUT 122
W R I T E ( 3 , 4 0 M P S I < IP), IP = 2,NP1) OUT 123
DO 120 1=2,MP1 OUT 124
120 W R I T E ( 3 , 6 0 ) P H I ( I ) , < R < I , J ) ,J=2,NP1) OUT 125
C OUT 126
C OUTPUT R COORDINATES INSIDE SLOTS OUT 127
C OUT 128
WRITE<3,20)HEDR,OATE1,DATE?,DATE3,CASE OUT 129
WRITE(3,130) ITER,JTER,EPS,DEL .' OUT 130
13C FORMAT(///T2,'R - COORDINATES INSIDE SLOTS', OUT 131
1T46,'ITER = •,T53, I4,T61,«JTER = •,T68,14,T76,«EPS - • OUT 132
2,T82,E13.6,T99,'DEL = ' ,T105,El 3.6,///T7,'PSI•,T66, OUT 133
3'PHI • ) OUT 134
WRITE(3,40) (PHK I P ) , IP = 2 ,MP1) . OUT 135
IF (FLAG1 .GT. 0 .OR. FLAG3 .GT. 01 GO TO 150 OUT 136
WRITE(3,140) . OUT 137
140 F O R M A T ( / / T 2 , ' L O W E R S L O T ' J OUT 138
W R I T E ( 3 , 6 0 ) P S I ( N S T L P 1 ) , (RSLOTHIP) , IP = 2,MP1) OUT 139
15C W R I T E ( 3 , 1 6 0 ) . OUT 140
160 FCRMATI//T2,'UPPER SLOT') .OUT 141
WRITE(3,60)PSI(NSTUP1), (RSLOTUJIP), IP=2,MP1) . OUT 142
IF (NUT .EQ.DRETURN OUT 143
C : . OUT 144
C- OUTPUT OF X - COORDINATES OUT 145
W R I T E ( 3 , 2 0 ) H E O R , D A T E 1 , D A T E 2 , D A T E 3 , C A S E OUT 146
W R I T E ( 3 , 1 7 0 ) I T E R , J T E R , E P S , D E L • .' ; . OUT 147
- 1 7 0 ' F O R M A T ( / / / T 2 , ' X - C O O R D I N A T E S t UNTRANSFORMED )', OUT 148
1T46,MTER = ' ,T53, I4,T61 , ' JTER = ' , T68, 14, T76, • EPS = ' OUT 149
2,TB2,E13.6,T99,'DEL = ',T105,El 3.6,///T7,'PHI',T66, . OUT 150
3'PSI' ) . OUT 151
WRITE(3,40) (PSIUP) ,IP = 2,NP1) OUT 152
00 180 1=2,MP1 - . " . . OUT 153
18C WRITE(3,60)PHI(I),(X( I,J) ,J=2,NP1) OUT 154
C , OUT 155
C . OUTPUT X VALUES INSIDE SLOTS • OUT 156
C • ., • OUT 157
WRITE(3,20)HEDR,DATE1,DATE2,DATE3,CASE OUT 158
WRITEI3,190)ITER,JTER,EPS,DEL OUT 159
. 19C FORMAT(///T2,'X - COORDINATES INSIDE SLOTS',T46, • . . OUT 160
1'ITES = ' ,T53, I4,T61,'JTER = ' ,T68, 14 , T76,•EPS = ', OUT 161
2T82,E13.6,T99, 'DEL = ',T105,E13.6,///T7 , 'PSI',T66, OUT 162
3'PHI1 ) - . - - - , . O U T 1 6 3
WRITE(3,40) (PHK I P ), I P=2 ,MP 1) OUT 164
IF (FLAG1 .GT. 0 .OR. FLAG3 .GT. 0) GO TO 200 : OUT 165
•WRITE(3,140) OUT 166
WRITE(3,60)PSI(NSTLP1 ), (XSLOTLtIP), IP = 2,MP1) OUT 167
200 WRITE(3,160) OUT 168
WRITE(3,60)PSI(NSTUP1),(XSLOTU( IP), IP = 2,MP1) OUT 169
C CUT 170
C OUTPUT VELOCITY VECTOR ANGLES ( ALPHA ) OUT 171
C OUT 172
WRITE(3,20)HEDR,DATE1,DATE2,DATE3,CASE OUT 173
WRITE(3,210) ITER, JTER,EPS,DEL OU". 174
210 FORMAT(///T1,«OFLOW ANGLES ( ALPHA )',T46,'ITER =.', UUT 175
1T53, I4,T61, • JTER = •,T68,1 4,T?6,'EPS = «,T82,E13.6, OUT 176
2T99,'DGL = ',T105,El 3.6 ,///T7,'PHI' ,T66,•PSI') OUT 177
WRITE(3,40) (PSK IP) ,IP = 2,NP1) ' OUT 178
DO 220 I=2,MP1 , OUT 179
220 WRITE(3,60)PHI(I),(ALPHAtI,J),J=2,NP1) OUT 180
82
C . . OUT 181
C OUTPUT FLOW ANGLES INSIDE SLOTS OUT 182
C ' . OUT 183
WRITE(3,20)HEDR,DATE1,DATE2,DATE3,CASE OUT 184
WRITE!3,230)ITER,JTER,EPS,DEL . OUT 185
23C FORMAT(///T2,«FLCW ANGLES INSIDE SLOTS•,T46,•ITER = ', OUT 186
1T53.I4,T61,'JTtR = •,T68 ,14,T76,'EPS = »,T32,E13.6, OUT 187
2T99,'OEL = ',T105,E13.6,///T7,«PSI•,T66,«PHI') OUT 188
WRITE<3,40) (PHI(IPI ,IP=2,MP1) OUT 189
IF (FLAG1 .GT. 0 .OR. FLAG3 .GT. 0) GO TO 240 OUT 190
WRIT£<3,140) OUT 191
WRITE(3,60)PSI(NSTLP1),(ASLOTL(IP),1P=2,MP1) OUT 192
24C WRITE(3,160) OUT J93
WRITE(3,60)PSI(NSTUP1),(ASLOTU<IP),IP=2,MP1) . OUT 194
C OUT 195
C OUTPUT X AND R - COORDINATES ( TRANSFORMED) . OUT 196
C . IF RMULT > 0 OUT 197
C . . OUT 193
IF (RMULT .LE. 0.0) GO TO 2000 OUT 199
YMIN^O.99966 OUT 199A
DO 166 1=2,MP1 ' OUT 1996
IF(RU.NPl) .LT.YMIN)YMIN = R( I,Nf>l» OUT 199C
166 CONTINUE . OUT 1990
RKULT=RMULT/Y.MIN OUT 199E
DO 250 J=2,NP1 ' OUT 200
DO 250 1=2,MP1 OUT 201
R(ItJ) = RMULT * R(l,J) OUT 202
250 X ( I , J ) = RMULT * X U , J ) , , OUT 203
DO 260 1 = 2 , M P 1 . OUT 204
X S L O T L ( I ) = RMULT * X S L O T L ( I ) OUT 205
X S L O T U ( I ) = RMULT * X S L C T U ( I ) OUT 206
R S L O T L ( I ) = RMULT * RSLOTLU) OUT 207
26C RSLCTUU) = RMULT * R S L O T U ( I ) OUT 208
R E W I N D 5 OUT 208A
R E W I N D 12 'OUT 2088
W R I T E I 5 ) ( ( R ( I , J ) , I=1 ,MP2) ,J=1 ,NP2) . ' " OUT 208C
W R I T E (12) ( (X( I ,J),1 = 1 ,MP2) ,J=1,NP2) OUT 208D
W R I T E ( 3 , 2 0 ) H E D R , D A T E 1 , O A T E 2 , D A T E 3 , C A S E . OUT 209
W R I T e < 3 , 2 7 0 ) I T E R , J T E R , E P S , D E L OUT 210
270 F C R M A T ( / / / T 1 , ' O R - C O O R D I N A T E S ( TRANSFORMED ) ' ,T46, OUT 211
IMTER = ' ,T53, I4.T61, ' JTER = • , T68, I 4 , T76, ' EPS = ', . OUT 212
2T8? ,E13 .6 ,T99 , 'DEL = • ,T105,El 3 . 6 , / / / T 7 , « P H I • ,T66 , .OUT 213
3 « P S I « ) . OUT 214
W R I T E ( 3 , 4 0 ) ( P S K I P ) , I P = 2 , N P 1 ) O U T 2 1 5
DO 280 1=2,MP1 OUT 216
280 WRITE<3,60)PHI( I),(R(I,J ) ,J = 2,NP1) OUT 217
WRITE(3,20)HEDR,DATE1,DATE2,DATE3,CASE " OUT 218
..WRITE (3, 290) I TER, JTER, EPS, DEL . OUT 219
290 'FOftMAT(///T2,'R - COORDINATES IN SLOT ( TRANSFORMED )• . . OUT 220
1,T46,'ITER = ' ,T53,I4,T61,•JTER = ' , T68 ,14, T76, ' . OUT 221
2'EPS = •,T82,E13.6,T99,'DEL = •,T105,E13.6,///T7, OUT 222
3'PSI',T66,'PHI') OUT 223
WRITE(3,40) tPHK IP), IP=2,MP1) OUT 224




300 'WR1TE(3,160) ' ' OUT 228
WRITE(3,60)PSI(NSTUP1), (RSLOTU( IP), IP = 2,MP1) OUT 229
WRITE(3,20)HEDR,DATE1,DATE2,DATE3,CASE ' OUT 230
'^RITE (3,310 IITER, JTER,EPS,DEL OUT 231
- ~ ' .83
31C FORMAT(///T1,'OX - COORDINATES ( TRANSFORMED )',T46, OUT 232
1'ITER = ',T53, I4,T61,«JTER = •,T68,14,T76,•EPS = ', OUT 233
2T82,E13.6,T99,'DEL = •,T 105,E13.6,///T7,•PHI•,T66, OUT 234
3'PSIM OUT 235
WRITE(3,40)(PSI(IP),IP=2,NP1) OUT 236
00 320 1=2,MP1 OUT 237
320 WRITE(3,60IPHI(I),(X(I , J ) , J = 2,NP1) OUT 238
WRITE(3,20)HEDR,DATE1,DATE2,DATE3,CASE OUT 239
WRITE(3,330)ITER,JTER,EPS,DEL OUT 240
330 FORMAT(///T2,«X - COORDINATES IN SLOT ( TRANSFORMED )• OUT 241
1,T46,'ITER = •,T53,I4,T61,'JTER = •»T68,14,T76, OUT 242
2'EPS = •,T82,E13.6,T99,'DEL = •,T105,E13.6,///T7, OUT 243
3'PSI«,T66,'PHI' ) OUT 244
WRITE(3 ,40MPHIMP) , IP = 2,MP1) OUT 245
IF (FLAG1 .GT. 0 .OR. FLAG3 .GT. 0) GO TO 340 OUT 246
WRITE<3,140) OUT 247
WRITE(3,60)PSI(NSTLP1),(XSLOTL( IP),IP=2,MP1) OUT 248
340 W R I T E I 3 . 1 6 0 ) OUT 249
W R I T E ( 3 , 6 0 ) P S I < N S T U P 1 ) , < X S L O T U U P ) , IP=2,MP1) OUT 250
C OUT 251
C SUMMARY OF WALL STREAMLINE COORDINATES OUT 252
C OUT 253
2000 I = PSTAGU + 1 . OUT 254
J = NSTAGU +1 OUT 255
Q(MSTUP1,NSTUP1) = 0.0 OUT 256
Q(MSTLP1,NSTLP1) = 0.0 OUT 257
QSLOTUIMSTUP1) = 0.0 OUT 258
QSLOTL(MSTLPl) = 0.0 OUT 259
SS = SQRT( <X( I,J)-X(I + 1,J) )*<X(I,J)-X( l+l,JM OUT 260
1 * (R(ItJ)-fU 1*1,J))*(R(I,J)-R(H-1,J)) ) OUT 261
SS = SS - SKH-1) OUT 262
SSS = SQRTl (XSLOTU(I)-XSLOTUCI+1))*(XSLOTU<I)-XSLOTU(1*1)> OUT 263
1 * (RSLOTU(I) -RSLOTU(1*1))*(RSLOTU(I) -RSLQTU(1*1) ) J OUT 264
SSS = SSS - 52(1+1) OUT 265
MSTUP2 = MSTAGU + 2 OUT 266
00 345 I=MSTUP2,MP1 OUT 267
Sl(I) = Sit I) + SS OUT 268
345 S2(I) = S2(I) + SSS OUT 269
WRITE(3,20)HEOR,DATEl',DATE2tDATE3,CASE OUT 270
DO 350 1=2,MP1 OUT 271
00 350 J=2,NP1 OUT 272
P = Q(ItJ) OUT 273
350 Q(I,J) = DEXP(P) OUT 274
WRITE(3,360) OUT 275
360 FORMAT(///T1,«OSUMMARY OF INLET WALL COORDINATES OF •, OUT 276
1T39,'OIFFUSER (UPPER WALL)',///T8,'X',T27,•R«,T47,•Q«, OUT 277
2T68,'S',T85,'ALPHA'/) OUT 278
ICOUNT = 1 OUT 279
DO 370 I=2,MSLUP1 OUT 280
ICOUNT = ICOUNT + 1 OUT 281
IF ( ICOUNT .LT. 23) GO TO 370 OUT 282
ICOUNT - 1 . OUT 283
W R I T E ( 3 , 2 0 ) H E O R , O A T E 1 , D A T E 2 , D A T E 3 , C A S E UUT 284
W R I T E ( 3 , 3 6 0 ) OUT 285
370 WRITE(3,375)X( I,NP1I,R(I ,NPl),0(I,NP1),S(I), OUT 286
1ALPHA(I,NP1 ) OUT 287
375 FCRMAT(/1X,E13.6,4(7X,E13.6) ) OUT 288
WRITE(3,20)HEDR,DATE1,DATE2,DATE3,CASE OUT 289
WRITE(3,380) OUT 290
3flC F O R M A T ( / / / T 2 , 1 S U M M A R Y OF DOWNSTREAM WALL COORDINATES ' , OUT 291
1T40,1 OF DIFFUSES (UPPER WALL)',///T8,•X*,T27,•R•,T47, OUT 292
2*0* ,T67,*S* ,T85,'ALPHA'/) OUT 293
ICOUNT = 1 OUT 294
DO 390 I=HSTUPltMPl OUT 295
tCOUNT = ICOUNT *• 1 OUT 296
IF (ICOUNT .LT. 23) GO TO 390 OUT 297
ICOUNT = 1 OUT 298
WRITE(3,20)HEDR,DATE1,DATE2,DATE3,CASE OUT 299
WRITE(3,380) OUT 300
39C W*JTE(3,375)X(I.NSTUP1),R(I,NSTUP1)tQ<ItNSTUPi), OUT 301
1SKI ),ALPHA(I,NSTUP1) OUT 302
WRITE(3,20»HEOR,DATE1,DATE2,DATE3,CASE OUT 303
WRITE(3,400) OUT 304
400 FQRMAT(///T2,* SUMMARY OF WALL COORDINATES INSIDE OF ', OUT 305
1T40,'DIFFUSER SLOT (UPPER WAL\)•,II/T8,•X* ,T27,'R • , OUT 306
2T47,*Q*,T67,*S*,T85,*ALPHA*/) OUT 307
ICOUNT =1 . OUT 308
DO 410 I=MSTUP1,MSLUP1 OUT 309
ICOUNT = ICOUNT + 1 ' OUT 310
IF (ICOUNT .LT. 23) GO TO 410 . OUT 311
ICOUNT = 1 OUT 312
WRITE(3,20)HEOR,DATE1,DATE2,DATE3»CASE OUT 313
WRITE(3,400) OUT 314
410 WRITE(3,375»XSLOTU( I) tP.SLOTUm fOSLOTUC I»tS2(I), OUT 315
lASLOTU(I) OUT 116
IF (FLAG1 .GT. 0 .OR. FLAG3 .GT. 0) RETURN OUT 317
I = MSTAGL + 1 OUT 318
J = NSTAGL + 1 OUT 319
SS = SORT( (X( l,J)-X(I + ltJ))*(X(l,J)-X( I+ltJM OUT 320
1 + (R(I,J)-R<I+l,J>)*tR(I,J)-R(1*1,J)) I OUT 321
SS = SS - SBARKI + 1) OUT 322
SSS = SQRT( USLOTH I )-XSLOTL( 1+1) )*(XSLOTL( I )-XSLOTL( I*!)) OUT 323
I + (RSLOTL(I)-RSLOTL(1*1))*(RSLOTL<IJ-RSLOTL(1+1)) ) OUT 324
SSS = SSS - SBAR2(H-1) OUT 325
MSTLP2 = MSTAGL + 2 OUT 326
DO 415 I=KSTLP2,MP1 OUT 327
SBARl(I) = SBARKI) + SS OUT 328
415 SBAR2(I) = S3AR2(I) + SSS OUT 329
WRITE(3,20)HEDR,DATEl,DATE2tDATE3,CASE OUT 330
WRITE(3,420) OUT 331
420 FORMAT(///T2,'SUMMARY OF INLET WALL COORDINATES OF «, OUT 332
1T39,'DIFFUSER (LOWER WALL) ' ,///T8 , •X1 ,T27,•R•,T47 , •Q•, OUT 333
2T67,'S' ,T85t'ALPHA'/) OUT 334
ICOUNT = 1 OUT 335
DO 430 I=2,MSLLP1 OUT 336
ICOUNT = ICOUNT * 1 OUT 337
IF (ICOUNT .LT. 23) GO TO 430 ' OUT 338
ICOUNT = 1 OUT 339
WRITE(3,20)HEOR,DATE1,DATE2,DATE3,CASE OUT 340
WRITE(3,4201 OUT 341
430 WRITE(3,375)X(1,2)iR(I,2),0(I,2),SBAR( I),ALPHA(1,2) OUT 342
WRITE(3,20)HEDR,DATE1,DATE2,DATE3,CASE OUT 343
WRITE(3,440> OUT 344
4.40 FORMAT(///T2,« SUMMARY OF DOWNSTREAM WALL CCGRDI NATES', OUT 345
1T40,' OF DIFFUSER (LOWER WALL)',///T3,«X',T27,«R',T47,'0• OUT 346
2,T67,'S«,T85,'ALPHA*/) CUT 347
ICOUNT = 1 OUT 348
DO 450 I=MSTLP1,MP1 OUT 349
ICOUNT = ICOUNT * 1 OUT 350
IF (ICOUNT .LT. 23) GO TO 450 OUT 351
85
ICOUNT = 1
W R I T E ( 3 , 2 0 ) H E D R , D A T E 1 , O A T E 2 , D A T E 3 , C A S E
* R I T E ( 3 , 4 4 0 )
45 C W R I T E ( 3 , 3 7 5 ) X ( I , N S T L P 1 ) , R ( I , N S T L P 1 ) , Q < I , N S T L P 1 ) ,
1SBAR1U ) , ALPHA ( I ,NSTLP1)
W R I T E ( 3 , 2 0 ) H E D R , D A T E 1 , D A T E 2 , D A T E 3 , C A S E
W R I T E I 3 . 4 6 0 )
460 F O R M A T U / / T 2 , ' SUMMARY OF WALL COORDINATES INSIDE OF •,
1T40, 'DIFFUSES SLOT ( L O W E R W A L L ) ' , / / / T 6 , • X 1 , T 2 7 , • R • ,
2 T 4 7 , « Q « , T 6 7 , ' S ' , T 8 5 , I A L P H A ' / I
ICOUNT = 1
DO 470 I=MSTLP1,MSLLP1
ICOUNT = ICOUNT + 1
IF ( ICOUNT .LT. 23) GO TO 470
ICQUNT =1 ' .
W R I T E ( 3 , 2 0 ) H E O R , D A T E 1 , O A T E 2 t D A T E 3 , C A S E
W R I T E < 3 , 4 6 0 )
4 7 C W R I T E ( 3 , 3 7 5 > X S L O T L ( I ) , R S L O T L ( I ) , Q S L O T L ( I ) , S B A R 2 ( I ) ,
. 1ASLOTL( I )
RETURN
END
********** SUBROUTINE GRAPIC **********
THIS SUBROUTINE PROVIDES GRAPHICAL OUTPUT FOR MAIN
SUBROUTINE GRAPIC
DIMENSION BUFR(500)
DIMENSION D X ( 1 5 0 ) , E S I M P J 1 5 0 ) , F S I M P < 1 5 0 ) , G S I M P ( 1 5 0 1 ,
1 G R A N D ( 1 5 0 ) , G I F T < 1 5 0 ) , P H I ( 1 5 0 ) , P S I ( 1 5 0 ) ,
2 D P S H 1 5 0 ) , D P H I ( 1 5 0 ) i S ( 1 5 0 ) , S B A R ( 1 5 0 ) t
3 S 1 ( 1 5 0 ) , S B A R 1 ( 1 5 0 ) , S 2 ( 1 5 0 ) , S 6 A R 2 < 1 5 0 ) ,
4 H E O R ( I S ) , E P H I ( 1 5 0 ) , F P H I ( 1 5 0 ) , G P H I ( 1 5 0 I ,
5 E P S K 1 5 0 ) , A S L O T L ( 1 5 0 ) , X S L O T U ( 1 5 0 ) ,XSLOTL(150 )
6 , F P S I ( 1 5 0 ) , G P S I ( 1 5 0 ) , R S L O T U ( 1 5 0 ) , R S L O T H 150) ,
7 QSLOTUU50) ,OSLOTL(150 ) , A S L O T U ( 1 5 0 )
DIMENSION 0 (150 ,501 ,R( 150 ,501 ,xd50 ,50)
DIMENSION XXI150) ,XY(150) ,LABL(20),RABL(20),WABL(20)
DOUBLE PRECISION PLMJUD L. r r\ CL, i o i UIN r
INTEGER FLAG1,FLAG2,FLAG3,FLAG4,CASE,DATE1,DATE2,DATE3





























































































































































































01 I , J )


















 1,MP2 ) ,J=1,NP2)
READ ( 12 ) ( (X ( I , J ) , I =1 ,MP2) , J = 1,NP2)
CALL PLOTS(8UFR,100)
DATA L A Q L ( l ) / ' ' / , L A 8 L ( 2 ) / ' ' / . L A B L t S ) / 1




























« / t L A 8 L ( 6 ) / ' X I S
' / , L A B L ( 8 ) / « • / , L A B L ( 9 ) / '
V ,LABL(
' / , LA8L(
' / , L A B L ( 1 6 ) / ' A X I SV
V , L A B L < 18) / 1 • / ,











. CALL SYMBOL(0 .5 ,0 .0 ,0 .14 ,HEDR,90 .0 ,60)
GRAPH 2-D AND BELL DIFFUSERS
IF ( F L A G 1 .LE. 0 .AND. FLAG3 .LE. 0) GO TO 1000
DC 10 J=1,N
10 XX( J ) = RIMP1, J-H)
CALL A D J S T ( X X , i N , 1,9. 0,0.0, SCAL , X M I N , X Y , 1 )
DO 20 1=2,MP1
DG 20 J=2,NP1
X » 1 T J ) = X I 1 , J ) / SCAL
20 R(I , J) = R( I ,J) / SCAL
.DO 30 I=MSTUP1,MSLUP1
X S L O T U ( I ) = X S L O T U ( I ) / SCAL
3C R S L C T U U ) = R S L O T U ( I ) / SCAL
D R A W A X E S FOR DIFFUSER PLOT
. CALL C G A X E S ( 3 . 0 , 0 . 5 , X ( M P 1 , 2 ) , 9 . 0 , S C A L , S C A L , X ( 2 , 2 ) ,
1 R ( 2 , 2 ) , L A B L , 0 )
DO 40 1=1,M
DG 40 J=2,NP1
XII , J) = X( I-t-1 ,J)
40 R( I , J ) = P( 1+1 ,J)
DC 50 I-=1,M
on 50 J=I,N





































































































































XX(I) = X(I ,J) «• 3.0
6C XY( I ) = R(I,J) 4- 0.5
70 CALL LINE(XX,XY,M,1,0,0)
00 90 J=NSTUP1 ,N
00 80 I=1,MSLOTU
XX(I ) = X(I ,J) + 3.0
8C XY( I ) = R(I ,J) «• 0.5
90 CALL L1NE(XX,XY,MSLOTU,1,0,0)
IOT = MSLUP1 - MSTAGU
DQ 100 1=1,IOT
XX(I) = XSLOTIH I+MSTAGU) * 3.0





XX( J) = X(I,J) + 3.0
110 XY(J) = R(I,J) + 0.5
120 CALL LINE<XX,XY,N,1,0,0)
DO 140 1= MSTUPltM
DO 130 J=1,NSTAGU
XX(J) = X(I,J) + 3.0
130 XY( J) = RU ,J) + 0.5
14C CALL LINE(XX,XY,NSTAGU,1,0,0)
JOT = N - NSTUM1
00 160 I=MSTUP1,MSLOTU
DO 150 J=2,JOT
XX(J) = XII,J+NSTUM1) + 3.0
15C XY(J) = Rdf J + NSTUM1) * 0.5
XXdl = XSLOTUd+1) * 3.0
XYdl = RSLGTUd*!) + 0.5
160 CALL LINE(XX,XY,JOT,1,0,0)






ASH2 = RSLOTH MSLLP1)
IF <ASH2 .LT. ASH1) ASH = ASH2
IF ( R ( 2 , 2 ) .LT. ASH I ASH = R ( 2 , 2 )
DO 170 J=2,NP1
DO 170 1=2,MP1
170 Rd,J) = R( It J) - ASH
DO 173 I=WSTUP1,MSLUP1
173 RSLOTU(I) = RSLOTUd) - ASH
DO 176 I=MSTLP1,MSLLP1
176 RSLOTL(I) = RSLOTL(I) - ASH
































































IF (TRASH2 .GT. TRASH1) TRASH = TRASH2
IF ( R(2,NPl) .GT. TRASH I TRASH = R(2,NP1»
DO 180 J=1,JQT
180 XX(J) = R(MP1,J+NSTAGL) + ASH





X(I,J) = X(I,J) / SCAL




) = XSLOTL(I) /
) = RSLOTL(I) /
=MSTUP1,MSLUP1
SCAL











X( I, J) =













) = XSLOTU( I ) /
> = RSLQTUm /
= 1 , M
J=2,NP1
 X( 1*1, J)
 R( 1+1 ,J)
1 = 1, M
- 1 , N
 X( I,J+1)




X X ( I ) = X(I ,J) + 3.0
24C X Y ( I » = R( I ,J ) + 0 . 5
250 CALL L I N E ( X X , X Y , M S L O T L , 1 , 0 , 0 )
DO 270 J=NSTAGL,NSTAGU
DO 260 1=1,MP1
XX< I ) = X(I,J) + 3.0




XX(I I = X(I,J) + 3.0
28C XY(I ) = R(I ,J) + 0.5
290 CALL LINE(XX,XY,MSLOTU,1,0,0)
IOT = MSLOTL - MSTAGL + 1
00 300 1=1,IOT
X X « I ) = XSLOTL(I+MSTAGL) + 3.0
300 XYU) = RSLOTH I+MSTAGL) + 0.5
CALL LINE(XX,XY,IOT,1,0,0)
IOT = MSLOTU - MSTAGU + 1
DO 310 1=1,IOT
XX(I) = XSLOTUU+MSTAGU) + 3.0













































































































































IF ( M S T A G U .LT. M S T A G L )
IF ( M S T A G U .LT. M S T A G L )
00 330 1 = 1 , M I N N
DO 320 J=1 ,N
X X ( J ) = X ( I , J ) + 3.0
X Y ( J ) = RU ,J) «• 0.5
CALL L 1 N E ( X X , X Y , N , 1 , 0 , 0 )
M I N N P 1 = M I N N * 1
IF (MSTAGL .EQ. M S T A G U I
DO 410 I=MINNP1,MAXX
IF ( M S T A G L .GT. MSTAGU)
DO 360 J=1,NSTLM1
X X ( J ) = X ( I , J ) + 3.0
XY( Jl = RU ,J» + 0.5
X X ( N S T A G L ) = X S L O T L ( I ) *
X Y ( N S T A G L ) = R S L O T L l I ) +
CALL L t N E ( X X , X Y , N S T A G L , 1
JOT = N| - NSTAGL + 1
DO 370 J=1,JQT
X X ( J ) = Xd ,J+NSTLM1) +
X Y ( J ) = R(] ,J+NSTLM1) +
CALL L I N E ( X X , X Y , J O T , 1 , 0 ,
GO TO 410
00 390 J= l ,NSTAGU
X X ( J ) = Xd ,J) + 3.0
X Y ( J ) = R(I ,J) * 0.5
C A L L L I N E ( X X , X Y , N S T A G U , 1
JOT = N - NSTAGU + 1
00 400 J=2,JOT
X X ( J ) = Xd .J + NSTUM1) +
X Y ( J ) = R ( I , J + N S T U M 1 \ *
X X ( 1 ) = X S L O T U ( I ) + 3.0
XY( 1 ) = RSLOTUd ) +• 0.5
CALL L I N E ( X X , X Y , J O T , 1 , 0 ,
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
JOT = N S T A G U - NSTAGL +
00 430 I = M A X X , M
00 420 J=1,JQT
XX( J ) - X( I ,NSTLMH-J) *
X Y ( J ) = R ( I .NSTLMUJ) +
CALL L I N E ( X X , X Y , J O T , 1 , 0 ,
JCT = NSTAGL - 1
00 45C I=MSTLP1,MSLOTL
DO 440 J=1,JOT
X X ( J ) - X ( I , J » * 3.0
X Y ( J ) = R(I ,J) > 0.5
X X ( N S T A G L ) = X S L O T L ( I - H ) * 3.0
X Y ( N S T A G L ) = R S L O T L ( I - H ) * 0.5
CALL L I N E ( X X , X Y , N S T A G L , 1 , 0 , 0 )
JOT = N - NSTAGU + 1
DO 470 I=MSTUP1,MSLJTU
DO 460 J=2,JOT
X X I J ) = X ( I , J + NSTUM1) *• 3.0
X Y ( J ) = R( I , J-«-NSTUMl) + 0.5
XX( 1 ) = XSLOTUd + 1) * 3.0
X Y ( 1 ) = RSLOTU(H- l ) * 0.5
CALL L I N E ( X X , X Y , J O T , 1 , 0 , 0 ) .


















































































































































00 43C J = 1,N
00 480 1=1, M
K(I , J) = SCAL * R ( I , J )
X< I , J) = SCAL * XII ,J>




XX(JOT) = TRASH + ASH
CALL AOJSTt XX, JOT, 1 ,9 . 0 ,0. 5 , ZCAL , XM IN, XY , II
00 500 1=1, M
DO 500 J=1,N
X( I , J) = X( 1, J) / ZCAL
R( I , J» = R( I ,J ) / ZCAL
00 510 I=MSTLP1,MSLLP1
XSLOTLd 1 = ( XSLOTL( I )
RSLOTHI) = ( ftSLOTL(I)
DO 520 I=MSTUP1,MSLUP1
XSLOTUU ) = ( XSLOTU( I )

















CALL CGAXESULIN ,0 .5 ,X (M,NSTAGL) ,9 .0 ,ZCAL ,ZCAL,0 .0 ,0 .0 ,LABL ,0 )
GRAPH S T R E A M L I N E S
00 530 I = 1 , M S L O T L
XX( I ) = X(I ,1) «• X L I N
530 XY( I ) = R(I ,1) + 0.5
CALL L I N E ( X X , X Y , M S L O T L , 1 , 0 , 0 )
IOT = M - M S T A G L +1
00 540 1 = 1, IQT
X X ( I ) = X U + M S T L M 1 . N S T A G L ) + XLIN
540 XY( I ) = R ( I + M S T L M 1 , N S T A G L ) * 0.5
CALL L I N E ( X X , X Y , I O T , 1 , 0 , 0 )
IOT = MSLOTL - MSTAGL +1
DO 550 1=1,IOT
XXO) = XSLOTL<I+MSTAGL) + XLIN
550 XY(I) = RSLOTL(I+MSTAGL) + 0.5
CALL LINE(XX,XY,IOT,1,0,0)
00 560 I=1,MSLOTU
X X ( I ) = X ( I , N ) «- XL IN
56C XY1 I) = fill ,N) + 0.5
CALL L I N E ( X X , X Y , M S L O T U , 1 , 0 , O I
IOT = M - M S T A G U +1
00 570 1=1, IOT
X X ( I ) = XU+MSTUMl .NSTAGU) + XL IN
570 XY( I ) = R ( I + M S T U M 1 , N S T A G U ) + 0.5
CALL L I N E ( X X , X Y , I O T , 1 , 0 , 0 )
IOT = MSLOTU - MSTAGU > 1
DO 580 1=1,IOT
XXU) = XSLOTU( H-KSTAGU) + XLIN




XX(J) = X(l ,J) + XL IN




























































































































JOT = NSTAGU - NSTAGL + 1
DO 600 J=1,JOT
XXUJ = X(M,J«-NSTLM1) + XLIN




X(I,J) = ( X(I,J) * ZCAL ) / SCAL
R(I,J) = ( R(I.J) * ZCAL - ASH ) /













































DO 615 1=2, MPl
P = Q(I,J>
Q( I,J) = DEXPJ P)
XX(NPl) = 0.0
DO 620 J=1,N




XX(J) = ( Q(2,J*1) - XMIN ) / SSCAL * XLIN
XY( J ) = R(l ,J) * 0.5
CALL LINE(XX,XY,N, 1,0,0)
IF (FLAG! .GT. 0 .OR. FLAG3
JOT = NSTAGU - NSTAGL * 1
DO 640 J=1,JOT
XX(J) = ( Q(MP1,J«-NSTAGL) -
.GT. 0) NSTAGL = 1





XY1J) = R(M,J*-NSTAGL-1> + 0.5
CALL LINEUX.XY,JOT, 1,0,0)
MOVE PEN TO FINISHED POSITION
300C XSET = XLIN «• 15.0
CALL PLOTl(XSET,0.0,-3)
WRITE(3,650)



















































































































APPENDIX B - DIFFUSER DESIGN
This appendix describes the procedure used in designing the 18-inch
(46 cm) annular diffuser. One should realize that the final design contour
is rarely if ever the result of a first trial program. Several reruns are
nearly always necessary to achieve the desired geometry because such parameters
as AR and L/W are not input directly even though specific values of these may
be the ultimate goal.
For the 18-inch (46 cm) annular diffuser, the aim was to design a diffuser
with the following features: (l) an area ratio of about 3=1 (2) an inlet
width of about 2 inches (5-08 cm) (3) an exit outer diameter of about 18-inches
(46 cm) (4) an effective length for boundary layer growth.upstream of the
slot of about 3 inches (7.6 cm). I terns (l) and (4) were the same as the pre-
viously designed 9-inch (23 cm) diffuser, while items (2) and (3) were
twice as large. , ., . ;
The design program was used to design both the accelerat.i ng nozzle
(inlet section) and the diffuser itself as one flow channel. Wall velocity
vector magnitude ratio (Q.) increasing from 1.0 to 3-0 in the nozzle portion
and from 3-0 to 3-5 from the narrowest portion of the channel to the slot were
prescribed. By prescribing a favorable velocity gradient upstream of the slot,
it was thought that slot widths ranging from the design width to several times
the design width could be tested. (As the slot is widened, there is a
tendency for the wall velocity just upstream of the slot to decrease, thus
producing a possibly unfavorable velocity gradient.) Downstream of the slot,
Q along the wall was prescribed to.be constant at Q.,83. The Q. ratio of 3.0
at diffuser inlet to 0.83 at exi.t is larger than the desired AR because suction
93
removes some of the flow and because the diffuser inlet and exit profiles
were not precisely uniform. The value 0.83 was arrived at after several t r i a l(i - FS) a
runs. (A good first trial for Q is ^ which is 0.95 in this case.)
To get the appropriate values of 4> for the desired velocities, recognize that
*2 " J Q dS




S, Curved Wall Distance, Inches
Figure 21. Prescribed wall velocity as design input.
2 2
The proper range of ty can be determined by applying FL - R. cos a
at either the inlet or the exit passage. At inlet, a 7-inch (17.8 cm) outer
radius and a 5~inch (12.7 cm) inner radius were desirable since these dimensions
would enable the first three items of the previously listed characteristics to
be attainable. Thus
3(72 - 52) .
was a good first trial value. (For the final design, ¥ was adjusted to 33-5-)
Increments At were selected to be much smaller at each wall, and increments
A(f> were selected smaller in the vicinity of the slot. This enabled better
resolution to be obtained in the troublesome slot region and a minimizing of
the error introduced by the wedge flow patch at the stagnation point. The pro-
gram requires that A<j> = At in the grid network immediately around the stagnation
point, and these were arbitrarily given a value of 0.05 for this program. The
upper slot contained 7 streamlines (including wall and stagnation point
streamlines) and k potential flow lines. The lower slot contained 6 streamlines
and k potential flow lines. The number of streamlines contained in each
slot and the exact value of each At in the vicinity of the slot must be
adjusted so that the flow area represented by these At's is sufficient to pass
the design suction flow for that slot. If, for example, 2% suction is desired
through the inner slot and k% through the outer s.lot (these values were close
to but not precisely the design suction rates), then
Z At = .02 Z At = •021'
across inner slot total
and E At = . 0*t I A t = .OVF
across outer slot total
For the previously named first trial Hf of 36, this would yield 0.72 as
the value of t for the lower slot stagnation streamline and 36.0 -. l.M or
3^ .56 for the upper slot stagnation streamline. The final design had 0.65 as
the lower slot stagnation streamline, 32.4 for the upper slot stagnation stream-
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line, and 33.5 for Y. This is equivalent to 0.65/33-5 or 1.94% lower slot
)
suction and (33.5 - 32.4)733.5 or 3-28% upper slot suction and 5.22% total
suction. The design suction percentage was determined by assuming the boundary
layer growth to be the same as that along a flat plate, and the velocity pro-
file to obey the 1/7 power law, and applying Taylor's criterion to determine
how much fluid must be removed.
The total number of potential flow lines, M, was arbitrarily selected as
127 (a maximum of 148 may be used), while 45 total streamlines (N) were used
(maximum 48). MIDJ, the number of the "center streamline," was 21. MIDJ and
the AiJ; values in the vicinity of this streamline may have to be adjusted from
the first trial values to prevent the design from becoming extremely asymmetrical,
possibly crossing the X-axis. This situation w i l l result.in a divide check,
an overflow, or an underflow, with subsequent program termination.
Dirichlet boundary conditions were used at the flow channel inlet (not
to be confused with the diffuser inlet) with a constant velocity magnitude
ratio, Q, (not parallel) across the channel of 1.0 being specified. At the
flow channel exit (which was also the diffuser exit}, Neumann boundary condi-
tions were specified to yield parallel (not necessarily uniform) flow across
the exit plane.
The next two pages show the input data which was used to design the
18-inch (46 cm) annular diffuser. Following the input data is the first
page of output which summarizes -the control input data. Then the graphical
output (figure 22) is shown reduced in size from the original output. Also
shown is a l i s t i n g of inner and outer wall radii.
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THE FOLLOWING DATA WAS INPUT TO DESIGN THE 18-INCHANNULAR DIFFUSOR



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SUMMARY OF INLET WALL COORDINATES DF DIFFUSES (UPPER WALL!
































0 .2 1 3065 E 00
0.246683E 00
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SUMMARY OF DOWNSTREAM HALL COORDINATES
X
0.41724SF 01







































































































































































APPENDIX C. DEVELOPMENT OF PERFORMANCE EQUATIONS
The following assumptions were made in the derivation of the per-
formance equations:
(1) Tests were conducted under steady state steady flow conditions.
(2) The temperature (and thus the internal energy) and the pressure
were uniform across the inlet section and across the exit section.
(3) The fluid density was constant. Since the maximum velocities
encountered resulted in a Mach number of about 0.25, the resultant error
should be negl igible.
Define the effectiveness e as follows:
m, (KE. - KEe)













(P - P . )/p
(U, P) dA. -d)
e
p) dA.i












Now define a kinetic energy coefficient K:
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r u.2 r u 2
1 -I- (p Uf) dA; JA e
"A. — ^ ui' -i -A -2~ (P Ue) dAe
_! and K = -^ (3DK. =
I
so that the effectiveness expression becomes
"e"'s.e-|'s.i> . - • V<P...-%.|'
K. IU.'A. -K I f U'A (K, ™, u,2 - Ke», u>>i 2 i i e • 2 e e
m
e
m (P - P .) m (P - P .)
e v s.e s,r
 = e s,e s,i 7 /,,N
e _ —- : • -rr 2 - V ^'
But — = ••".,
r./ \ AR /i
and — = (1.0 - FS) (35)
m.i
(1.0 - FS)(P_ _ - P_ ,)
so e =
s ,e _ s , (')c\!
- ' (25)
AR
This was the expression used to compute the effectiveness e. The more
conventional expression for the effectiveness is similar to equation 25 except
that the rati.o of mass flow rates is deleted.
Thus
(P - P .)
0 - FS'2'
P I K- - ' 'd," ' ?
Considering the total pressure loss,
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Pt,i - Pt,e= (Ps,i +p KEi) - {Ps,e + p KEe} (36)
=|(K.U.2-KeUe2)- (PSi.-PSf|)
= ^ ur , Fe\ ] pFi2 r n.O - FS» 2 '
-J J ' "2 wi ri e\T7 y  ' -2 i el AR
Values of K. (and K ) were computed from measured velocities as follows.
Consider n velocities IK at n radii r^ incremented by a constant interval
(where j = 1, 2, .. ., n). If we let the velocity U. be representative of the
annular area between radii
r. + r. .
and 1 J'1 , then
- ,
 +




*j!, uj [rj>' ' i' + 2 r j (rj+i ' r j - i ) ] (38)
In equation (38) the r a d i i r and r i are equal to the inner and outer diffuser
wall radii respectively. All other r a d i i , n to r , are readily obtained since
the increment between radii is a constant. Using equation (37), typical values
obtained were 1.025 for K. and 1.011 for K .i e
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